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DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT AND PREVENTION
PROVISIONS OF THE ANTI·DRUG ABUSE ACT
OF 1986
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 11,1987

.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SEI,ECT COMMITTEE ON NARCOTICS ABUSE AND CONTROL,
Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to call, at 9:43 a.m., in Room B352, Rayburn House Office Building, the Honorable Charles B.
Rangel (chairman of the committee) presiding.
Present: Representatives Charles B. Rangel, Benjamin A.
Gilman, Michael G. Oxley, James H. Scheuer, Walter E. Fauntroy,
F. James Sensenbrenner, Stewart B. McKinney, Robert K. Dornan,
and Joseph J. DioGuardi.
Staff present: Edward Jurith, Staff Director; Elliott Brown, Minority Staff Director; George Gilbert, Counsel; Michael Kelley,
Counsel; Rebecca Hedlund, Press Officer; Jack Cusack, Consultant;
and Jehru Brown, Investigator.
STATEMENT OF CHARLES B. RANGEL, CHAIRMAN, SELECT
COMMITTEE ON NARCOTICS ABUSE AND CONTROL

•

The CHAIRMAN. I apologize for being delayed and for any inconvenience it may have caused my colleagues and the witnesses.
Today, the Select Committee on Narcotics Abuse and Control
continues its series of hearings to review the implementation of the
Omnibus Anti-Drug bill that we passed last year.
The focus this morning will be on treatment and prevention. And
these provisions are administered by the Alcohol, Drug Abuse and
Mental Health Administration in the Department of Health and
Human Services.
Other sections of the Act deal with reducing drug supply through
enforcement, interdiction and international narcotics control and
preventing drug use through comprehensive drug abuse education
programs. But it is in these sections that we attempt to see what
we will be doing to give a much needed assistance to drug addicts
and drug-dependent persons.
From 1980 to 1986, the Federal support for drug abuse and prevention have dramatically declined. During the same period, of
course, the supplies of drugs have dramatically increased. Cocaine
deaths and overdoses have more than tripled; heroin overdose
deaths and emergency room episodes have jumped sharply. And in
urban communities, as we all know, it's a very serious problem.
(1)
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The increased availability of cheaper drugs, "Black Tar" heroin
and "Crack," have added new dimensions to this problem. And in
many parts of the country, including my own city, they have long
waiting lines for service, notwithstanding the fact that government, including local, state, and federal, encourage people to get
treatment and such treatment, many times, is not available.
The Administration has long felt that this has been a local and
state problem, and has denied a federal responsibility to help local
and state governments combat this problem.
But nevertheless, the Congress has moved in the Anti-Drug Bill
to try to provide funds for the expanded local and state needs. The
Anti-Drug Abuse Act also established a new Office of Substance
Abuse, and to expand the agency's role in training, technical assistance, information development and dissemination of information.
Also for research for new initiatives and expanding OUI' knowledge.
We will attempt, not only to reviaw how the Act is taking place,
but more importantly, to get the Administration's view as to what
is going on. Have the monies that have been made available been
used, what are the ideas that the Administration has now, and
whether or not the signing into law of this Act makes any difference at all in the attitudes about whether or not this is a local or a
federal problem.
[The opening statement of the Chairman appears on p. 43.]
The CHAIRMAN. Now, the Chair invites Wayne Lindstrom, who is
the Co-Chairperson, Committee on Public Policy, National Association of State Alcohol and Drug Abuse Directors, and the Chief,
Bureau of Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism Recovery from the Ohio
Department of Health to come forward as well as, on this panel,
Karst J. Besteman, Executive Director of Alcohol and Drug Problems Association of North America.
And I will now recognize any Member that may have an opening
statement.
Mr. SCHEUER. Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Scheuer.

..
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STATEMENT BY THE HONORABLE JAMES H. SCHEUER

Mr. SCHEUER. It's evident from the 15 years of history that we've
experienced, that I know about having served on this Committee
for that period of time, that we're not going to be able to control
drugs either through e'ladication of the fields in which they're
grown abroad in aU parts of the developing world, nor are we going
to be able to make definitive progress in the field of interdiction.
It's an impossible job. We cannot lower our effort. We must continue, unremittingly. But we Ire going to have to look to our efforts
in this country at the other end of the spectrum, at the demand
end, to reduce the demand through drug education and to treat
and educate those people who are addicted.
So I consider this morning of testimony an extremely significant
morning of testimony. It is in the areas of treatment and education
and prevention that the hope for the future lies.
So I welcome your testimony.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McKinney.
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STATEMENT BY THE HONORABLE STEWART B. McKINNEY
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Mr. McKINNEY. Well, Mr. Chairman, I just wanted to reiterate
your remarks about the national scope of this problem. Typhus,
cholera, you name it, they're not limited by state boundaries.
Interstate drug traffic is not the only problem. An equally serious problem is the fact that drugs are crossing our national border.
If ever you needed proof of that, I think it was yesterday's arrest of
the Pan American 25 who have brought in what is estimated to be
over $1.5 billion worth of cocaine into the United States. Kennedy
Airport may belong to New York but New York doesn't control
where planes go or what people do.
The drugs that are killing our kids are coming into the United
States of America and should be so treated. No state can wall off
their boundary like the East Germans did. And we wouldn't tolerate it if they tried.
But the fact of the matter is we are the problem. And it's the
United States Government that has the ability and the options,
and, most certainly, not real money, but money to conquer this
problem and we've got to do it because it's a national threat.
It's not an Ohio threat or a Connecticut threat, it's a national
threat.
And I'm delighted you're having these hearings. And I think the
first thing that we've got to recognize is that drug addiction is a
federal problem. It's a problem of our mores of our nation, of our
Air Force and Navy and Army, and everybody else, and we've got
to do something about it.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Yes?
STATEMENT BY CONGRESSMAN WALTER E. FAUNTROY

•

Mr. FAUNTROY. Mr. Chairman, I want to compliment you for
your unceasing and thorough examination of one of the most critical issues of this 100th Congress, the failure of the Reagan Administration, in spite of all its rhetoric about drug prevention and
treatment, to support through the 1988 budget the needs outlined
in the Omnibus Drug Abuse Act of 1986.
This hearing to examine the implementation of that Act in the
areas of treatment and prevention is an important opportunity to
highlight and emphasize the need versus the present capacity of
treatment to meet that need.
Treatment and prevention in the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986
provided minimally for only emergency needs in this area. Presidential budget appropriations for fiscal year 1988 provide the most
token, the most meager recognition of that crisis.
Instead of increasing what was already an inadequate funding
for treatment, we find a complete disregard for the whole crisis
and the most cynical tokenism.
There are real questions to be asked and answered in this area of
treatment.
First, what is our present national treatment capacity and what
kinds of facilities and modalities are available at state, county and
city levels?
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What is the actual count, by narcotic identification, of the cases
in need of treatment: how many heroin cases, how many cocaine
cases, how many PCP cases?
Are we meeting these goals of treatment?
What is available in research in treatment modalities? Are we
properly funding research at the National Institutes of Drug Abuse
and other health agencies to meet the challenges of this escalating
malady of substance abuse?
How much money is actually presently available to local and
state jurisdictions for treatment?
How much money is actually needed to meet the future demands
of treatment?
And are we really exploring additional sources of revenue to
assist funding of treatment?
These are just a few of the questions that I hope will be answered in this morning's hearing.
I would add two other population groups that somehow never get
the emphasis that they should. First, our prison populations with
the tragic needs for treatment that presently are not being met.
And, secondly, the drug user who the military tells us they
tlreturn immediately to general society from military service with
no attempt at treatment in the services." What are we doing to
save these young people through treatment?
We must face our humane and moral responsibility as informed
and empowered legislators in this area of funding for treatment
and prevention.
I know many of my colleagues join me in this urgent plea, and I
know that the amount of suffering in every social strata of the
American family cries out for our assistance.
So let us move to establish real facts, real figures, and real
counts of what is needed. And then let us, as a Committee, demand
the amount of money needed to bring about this level of treatment
and prevention relief as quickly as possible.
I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The statement of Mr. Fauntroy appears on p. 48.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Congressman.
The Chair recognizes the Ranking Minority Member, Mr.
Gilman.

•

STA'fEMENT BY THE HONORABLE BENJAMIN A. GILMAN,
RANKING MINORITY MEMBER

Mr. GILMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I welcome the opportunity of hearing the testimony by our good witnesses today.
This is our third Oversight Hearing of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of
1986 which will focus on existing and new federal efforts in the
area of substance treatment and prevention.
I don't think it's any secret that the numbers of those abusing
illicit substances continues to rise while the price of those substances goes down. The problem has escalated dramatically in
recent years, requiring an additional effort over and above what
has already been instituted.
In hearing after hearing, our Select Committee has learned of
lengthy waiting lists for treatment and prevention across the
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nation. I think it is a sorry state of affairs when one finds an individual honest and frank and committed enough to enter a program
of rehabilitative therapy only to find scores of others standing in
line ahead of him.
What does this say about our present system?
We encourage people to quit and say no, we assure them that
help is on the way and then leave that individual dangling sometimes for weeks and months on end.
These are the people who need the assistance the most and instead, they're losing the most. And what is beinf lost is faith in the
commitment and integrity of those who have the ability to offer assistance.
This vicious cycle has to be broken and solutions are going to
have to be addressed. And hopefully, in this morning's discussion,
we'll find some of those solutions available.
Congress certainly remains thoroughly committed to helping our
states and our local governments in administering their treatment
and their prevention programs. Not only funding is at issue, new
modalities and technical expertise have to be made available.
The new Office of Substance Abuse Prevention in. ADAMHA has
been given a very important role in our "war on drugs," and I am
keenly interested in being apprised of its agenda, timetable, and
demonstration projects.
We look forward to hearing from our distinguished witnesses this
morning. I hope that they're going to be able to provide our Select
Committee with candid assessments as to how our nation can best
treat and rehabilitate those who have become victims to the illicit
trafficking that has been flooding our shores.
Clearly, the lack of fiscal year 1988 funds, as proposed by the Administration, cannot be left to stand. We negate our own efforts to
help combat drug abuse if we insist that funding for one year be
made to last for two years.
And more importantly, such a perspective negate what we know
to be the reality of the very serious drug crisis in our own nation.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The statement of Mr. Gilman appears on p. 52.J
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Gilman.
Mr. Lindstrom? I might point out, if there's no objection from the
Committee, that both of your statements will be entered into the
record in its full text. And you may highlight it if you want.
Mr. Lindstrom.
TESTIMONY BY WAYNE LINDSTROM, PH.D., COCHAIRPERSON,
PUBLIC POLICY COMMITTEE, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
STATE ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE DIRECTORS.

•

Mr. LINDSTROM. Than.k you very much, Mr. Chairman, and Members of the Committee.
I appreciate this opportunity to address the Committee on the
status of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 and to offer to you our
grave concerns regarding the President's proposed budget for fiscal
year 1988.
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My name is Wayne Lindstrom and I am testifying before you as
the Co-Chairman of the Public Policy Committee of the National
Association of State Alcohol and Drug Abuse Directors.
And I serve as Chief of the Bureau on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoloholism Recovery.
'1'0 allay any concerns the committee might have with my title in
the alcohol arena, I just might add that I started out in this business roughly 17 years ago when Congress was concerned about the
drug problem coming out of Vietnam.
And as a young second lieutenant in the United States Air Force,
I found myself, as a result of that initiative, directing one of the
first drug treatment programs in the military to begin to address
that problem.
I've been involved in both alcohol and drug issues ever since.
And within the State of Ohio, while we still have two separate authorities for alcohol and drug abuse, two years ago we moved the
two bureaus into the same office and have created bureaucratic
heresy by functioning as a single entity to the limits the bureaucracy will allow.
NASADAD, I'm sure you are aware, is a National Organization
of State Alcohol and Drug Abuse Authorities. It's primary goal is
to assure that there are quality and effective prevention, intervention and treatment services in this country.
It serves as a focus for exchange of information between the Federal Government and the state authorities. And as an association,
it provides technical assistance in the area of implementation and
coordination of services.
I wish to extend, on behalf of the state authorities, our appreciation to you, Mr. Chairman, and to Members of the Committee, for
the leadership that you have offered consistently. Your leadership
hasnlt begun and ended with the elections of 19813 in attempting to
adequately address the alcohol and drug problems that exist in the
United States.
For that, we thank you.
As I'm sure you are also aware, alcohol and drug issues constitute this country's number one public health problem. In 1983,
alone, it was estimated that combined alcohol and drug problems
cost the United States roughly $176 billion. If we could offset those
figures substantially, imagine what they might do to the federal
deficit.
It is estimated that last year there were 38 million ad\,1.ts who
tried some illicit substance. One-third of our college students have
been surveyed and have contended that they ha.ve used cocaine at
least once.
Alcohol is the leading cause of death and disability for Americans under the age of 44. Alcohol is the third leading cause of birth
defects in this country and is the one cause that is absolutely preventable.
Twenty-five percent of our AIDS victims, a "isease that scares all
of us in terms of its potential devestation, we find 25 percent of the
cases are I.V. drug users, and 60 percent of the pediatric AIDS
cases involve a parent who is an IV. drug user.
Given those factors and the litany of problems associated with
the problems that we can go over this morning, we've seen, since

"
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1980, a drop of over 40 percent in resources (when you factor in inflation) committed to dealing with the prevention and treatment of
alcohol and drug problems.
In 1986, approximately $1.3 billion was spent in the publiclyfunded sector for treatment and prevention. The states contributed
about 50 percent of that figure, and the Federal Government contributed less than 20 percent.
A number of questions have been asked both in solicitation for
testimony before you this morning, as well as questions were asked
by the Commiitee here this morning. And unfortunately, we
cannot provide you with the comprehensive kind of response that
you, Mr. Chairman 9 and the Committee would like.
In the implementation of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986, only
some of that money has actually begun to reach the states as we
speak. There have been a lot of questions regarding the distribution of money to the states, the application procedure, et cetera,
and I will expand upon that shortly.
NASADAD estimates that if we, in fact, have the full allocation
this fiscal year for the treatment provisions in the Anti-Drug
Abuse Act, that 220,000 admissions could take place this fiscal
year.
And if you talk about addressing the demand, as has been raised
here this morning, something like 20 percent of the users constitute something like 80 percent of the demand. Treatment has to be
an important component in an overall demand reduction strategy.
The allocations for the treatment provision were divided into two
parts. Forty-five percent of the money was to be distributed via a
per capita formula, and 55 percent by a need formula.
According to the Anti-Drug Abuse Act, February 27th, 1987 was
to be the point in time at which these monies were to be distributed to the states. As of last week, only 26 states had received their
one-quarter share of the 45 percent.
I was told this morning that 45 states now have received their
first quarter payment, the 45 percent portion of the distribution of
these funds. The application for the 55 percent, I understand, has
gone to the governors just this week, and that the need formula,
itself, is in the process of being finalized.
So when we talked about testifying before you this morning
about what kinds of good things we have been able to do with this
money, not having had the money, in fact, in hand to implement
programs, we're not in very good shape to provide you with the
kind of information that you would like about the utilization of
these funds.
r d like to speak to you briefly about the Ohio experience. We've
allocated the 45 percent portion of our monies to the field. We've
earmarked 50 percent of those monies for the treatment of youth.
If I were to highlight a major treatment need in this country,
particularly in the State of Ohio, it would have to be in the area of
serving medically indigent young people. We simply do not have a
continuum of treatment services available for young people who
are chemically dependent.
Half of that money that is earmarked for youth in Ohio's urban
areas we have earmarked for minority youth. We recently had a
report by a Minority Health Task Force in the State of Ohio that
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demonstrated that chemical dependency amongst both youth and
adults is far more catastrophic in minority communities than it is
amongst the rest of the population of the state.
So that we're hopirtg that with our share of these treatment dollars that we can begin to develop a continuum of service for medically indigent young people in the State of Ohio.
The governor of Ohio, Governor Richard F. Celeste, has an ongoing Council of Recovery Services that are serving as the body to coordinate all of the funds, not simply the treatment monies but also
the pre7ention and the criminal justice dollars coming into the
State of Ohio so that we, in fact, have a coordinated, comprehensive strategy and don't end up falling all over each other in attempting to implement programs with these dollars.
The state authorities for alcohol and drug abuse in Ohio will also
be implementing and administering the governor's discretionary
portion of the dollars flowing through the U.S. Department of Education.
In your deliberations, you may also be interested about the role
that agencies, that are normally funded through ADAMHA, are
also utilizing some of the other resources that have been made
available by the Anti-Drug Abuse Act.
We're hoping to establish a priority for the prevention dollars
aimed at children of chemically dependent parents. It's estimated,
for example, that 28 million children in the United States today
have an alcoholic parent.
A majority of these young people are tomorrow's chemically dependent adults. They are probably the most high risk population
that we have in this country. And it seems to me that the most
efficacious use of this money is to target this population.
The question was raised this morning about prison populations.
We're hoping to use the 30 percent of the criminal justice portion
of these monies to go to our Department of Youth Services and Rehabilitation and Corrections to begin to more appropriately address
the needs of chemical dependency in those institutions.
We have surveyed our juvenile population. And our Department
of Youth Services have found that 70 percent of these young people
have a serious chemical dependency problem that historically has
not been addressed.
Two years ago, we established four chemical dependency treatment units to begin to address that problem.
Our major concern before you this morning is the reduction of
the $163 million by the Administration for treatment by 50 percent. It is our understanding that it was the language of statute
and Congressional intent, in fact, that these monies be used for this
current fiscal year.
There is no recommendation by the President for a new authorization level for treatment in his fiscal year 1988 budget proposal.
I can't emphasize to you enough the difficulties we have, as state
directors, in attempting to implement what it is that you, as Con~
gress, have mandated by statute. Local service providers say to me,
"You want me to establish a new treatment program. You can't
tell me whether or not I'm getting 100 percent of these monies or
I'm actually only getting 50 percent, whether these are one-time
only monies or not, and you want me to start a new service, imple-
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ment it, hire a new staff, and only a year from now have to dismantle the whole operation."
It puts our local treatment programs in an untenable position
and makes some of them hesitant to even take this money to implement new services if it means that in less than a year they're
going to have to dismantle them.
It doesn't sound to me like a comprehensive way for us to adequately address the problems that we're talking about here this
morning.
Our rec!)mmendations to you this morning are that Congress
take immediate steps to communicate to the Department of Health
~md Human Services that the treatment monies are, indeed, a oneyear allocation; that these were not intended to he monies that
were distributed over the course of two years.
We urge you also to clarify and please communicate to the states
that Congress intends to continue its commitment to treatment and
the growth of resources to adequately address this problem for 1988
and succeeding years.
We were told, at the time that the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986
was being considered, that the supplemental treatment provision
was only going to be for one year because this was going to be the
year that the ADMS Block Grant was up for renewal.
We strongly advocate that the ADMS Block Grant, in far.t, be renewed, and that the supplemental treatment provisions be a part
of that renewal process. And that we not have only a one-year authorization and allocation for treatment.
Attached to our formal testimony is a handout relative to our position as an association, relative to the ADMS Block Grant.
We propose a three-year renewal for both the block grant, itself,
and the supplemental treatment provisions and advocate a 20 percent growth per year in those allocations.
We believe that that will signal the long-term commitment on
the part of the Congress to adequately address these problems.
We also advocate a three-year renewal of the authorizations for
the two institutes, NIAAA and NIDA. In their capacity as the
major research authority for alcohol and drug problems, we advocate for more emphasis in the area of applied research.
There are many questions that we, in the field, have that need
answers. There are many questions that ~ou, as Congress, as policymakers, would like answers to. And it s difficult to have those'
answers if we don't have more in the way of applied research and
less of an emphasis biochemical research.
We need to know outcome measures. We need to know what
kinds of methodologies work best with what kinds of populations.
We applaud the creation of the Offic.e of Substance Abuse Prevention. We note also that the President has not p~t"Oposed a new
1988 budget for that office. And we recommend that there also be
continuing authorizations for that office and have specific amounts
also detailed in our attachment.
We also urge that there be mandated coordination with the state
authorities on the criminal justice provisions and the educational
initlatives. OSAP, in its application procedure for community-based
prevention grants, is requiring that there, in fact, be some commentary and review by state authorities.
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We urge that that occur likewise with other funds.
We would also like to advocate that there be a greater emphasis
placed on epidemiological activities on the part of the National Institute on Drug Abuse.
r must applaud NlAAA in their epidemiological efforts. We are
able now to have important information about the extent of alcohol
problems county-by-county across the United States. You ask important questions about drug problems across this country that frequently we are not able to answer because we don't have that kind
of data collection currently.
With regards to the ADM Block Grant, the states have voluntarily, for the last three years, been providing data on the utilization of
those funds and what's going on in the publicly funded sector. But
we really need a more broad-based approach to dealing with these
problems.
That's the extent of my testimony before you this morning. And,
again, I appreciate the opportunity to address you.
Thank you.
[The statement of Mr. Lindstrom appears on p. 55.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. Besteman?
TESTIMONY BY KARST J. BESTEMAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROBLEMS ASSOCIATION OF NORTH AMERICA

Mr. BESTEMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I appreciate the
opportunity to appear before you and the Committee, and to discuss the implementation of the 1986 initiative.
I would like to confme my remarks to that initiative in three
areas.
One, I believe that the Committee and the Congress should be
committed to sustaining the initiative in research. Some of the
things that Mr. Lindstrom has talked about, the lack of knowledge,
the lack of epidemiology, the lack of hard data that can guide communities on selecting modalities and selecting what patients go in
what treatment can only be answered by service research.
The evaluation of the prevention initiative which is mandated in
OSAP. All of these are classically research issues. If they're neglected, in a few years we will have spent the money we have and
n.ot haw a clear question of what the impact was and who benefitted from it.
And I would urge that that research and evaluation aspect be
sustained by continuing to increase the resources available to the
National Institute on Drug Abuse in their research budget.
The entire budget picture of trying to spread a single year's appropriation over two years' implementation has simply stunted
whatever impact this initiative set out to have.
As I recall the description of it when it passed, it was considered
a partial step towards a solution. It was not considered a glorious
solution to the entire problem. We've taken the step and made it a
half step.
Now r say "we," the "we" happens to emanate, as I have been
told by the Office of Management and Budget, that rather nebu-
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lous, faceless organization t.hat instructs the bureaucracy how to
spend money, but the fact of the matter is-The CHAIRMAN. I don't know why people continuously do that.
It's the President's budge\';. So let's talk about it, you know.
Mr. BESTEMAN. Okay. I'm willing to say that it's the President's
budget. But the way the information flows to the Agency when you
ask, "Who instructed you to do this," the Agency personnel tell you
it came from the OMB. They don't tell you that it came from the
President.
The CHAIRMAN. Okay.
Mr. BESTEMAN. So that's why I use that language.
The CHAIRMAN. I'm sorry. I apologize. But you're absolutely
right. When we receive OMB's budget this is the President's
budget.
Mr. BESTElV..AN. And if this is the President's budget, then he has
publicly reneged on the commitments he made in October and, I
believe it was, late September that he appeared on television.
That's his privilege. That is his decision. I think it's bad public
policy for the country~ and I don't believe that the Congress should
endorse it or allow it to happen. I think it will be damaging to the
long term effort in drug abuse .
Now; as regards the problem with the implementation of the
block grant, that problem comes from a classic piece of behavior
which goes way back into the 1970s, if some of you can remember
when the Special Action Office was formed in the Nixon Administration.
In the formula grant there, one-third of the money was to be distributed on need. I was then part of the government's staff that
had to decide what would compose that element of need.
It was the most impossibly complex set of negotiations with
states who wanted to have the need factors to benefit their statistics. The 50 states don't keep similar statistics.
New York keeps its statistics a certain way. Therefore it would
say, aWe think these data should constitute need." A perfectly logical argument.
Texas keeps another set of statistics and would say, "We believe
our data should constitute need." California would have another
idea, Pennsylvania another idea.
The fact of the matter, in 1972 and 1973 when we fmally untangled this, is we went to indicators which basically correlated back
to population.
One of the things in the reauthorization that I would urge the
Congress to do is simply eliminate the "needs" formula if you want
impact because the bogging down of the impact of this initiative
has happened when my friends, the state directors, and others,
have started pressuring the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Administration over how should you distribute this money.
One cannot get a single agreement nationally on what the need
factor is. And we're looking for equity. The thing that most block
grants have to go back to is popUlation. And that's difficult to do
because everyone looks at their state and says, "My state is
unique," or "My city is unique."
But we've stumbled on this, and we've stumbled on it with the
NARA program early on in 1966 and 1967. We stumbled on it with
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the formula grant in the early 1970s. And we're stumbling on it
again when we have a really urgent, need to take action.
As understandable as it is, from a legitimate, parochial view, for
the good of the nation, I think the need aspect of flowing money
has to be set aside in the reauthorization or we're going to go
through this every year as people develop new needs data: or we're
going to wait for 3 to 5 years while the .Federal Government has to
reconstruct the data base.
And I don't think we can wait that long and squabble over it.
Now as regards the OSAP office, it, too, has a rather limited
budget being spread over two years. I fear that the impact of that
office, which would have been modest in any event, 20 plus million
dollars, 40 at a maximum, being spread nationally may become inconsequential to spread over two years.
Again, you have programs that are going to be initiated, know
that they have, at best, a two-year life span under the present set
of circumstances, and fear disappearing from the face of the community. I do not believe that is the way that we ought to be going
'
about preventing drug abuse.
We know, from every bit of data that we have in the research
and evaluation arena, that we need persistent, consistent work
with youngsters and adults in this society, and that it is over the
course of years that our society's behavior changes.
And if you want to just take a look at one issue, just look at the
difference in smoking behavior in this country. It did not occur in
one or two years. It has occurred over approximately three decades.
We are dealing with a compulsive, repetitive, relapsing behavior
called addiction. We are not going to change that miraculously. It's
something that takes constant effort.
That constant effort has to be framed in permanence, not in
peaks and valleys, not with somebody saying, "I can run in and get
a grant now," but tomorrow its gone. And that is an extremely important message to get across to the professionals who are dedicated and who are working in the community trying to do a good job.
My members include local treatment organizations. I had a meeting in Florida last month and several of them were there. They
are, indeed, leery at expanding their programs right now, well
aware that capriciously they could put in new staff, new beds, new
capacity and have to start dismantling within one year of having
built it.
That is not the way to run any kind of community service. And
they know it. So there's that reticence waiting to see what is the
Congress going to do with the authorization and with the appropriation it is now considering.
And clearly, a strong sigual has to be sent to the field that we're
in this for the duration. This is not a whim. And I think that's ex;
tremely important.
The details that Mr. Lindstrom spoke of in Ohio are being repeated in several other states. I have data to that effect, reports
from state directors and local treatment agencies.
But I do believe, from the statements I have heard from several
members of this Committee, that there is a willingness to dig in
and continue this effort. It needs to be accomplished.
Thank you very much. I'd be willing to answer any questions.
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[The statement of Mr. Besteman appears on p. 65.]
The CHAIRMAN. Okay. Mr. Gilman.
Mr. GILMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate your taking
me out of order. I have to attend another hearing and I'll be right
back here.
Are both of you gentlemen suggesting that we not base the distribution of funding on the needs test but go back to population?
We've had a serious review of the formula, and it's a very complex formula. And we've asked the Administration to simplify the
formula and go back to the Congressional intent. But I certainly
welcome your clarifying where you stand on the needs test or the
population test for both.
Mr. LINDSTROM. The goal of a need formula, I think, is a noble
one. And one that I think requires close examination. We, as a
state, have just gone through kind of the same exercise that
ADAMHA has gone through in a very brief period of time in trying
to develop a need formula.
Mter we spent a year of looking at various variables and a combination thereof, in establishing a need formula, we found that in
the end, as Karst just said, it correlated very closely to what we
have with per capita distribution.
There wasn't a significant difference. I think that looking at the
development of a need formula is something that is a worthwhile
goal for the institutes to look at over the long run.
But to say that within a four-month timeframe from the signing
of this bill to have that formula in place, and get all the states to
buy in and be a part of, et cetera, is unrealistic.
Mr. GILMAN. Well, what's your alternative?
Mr. LINDSTROM. The alternative would be to go back to the same
distribution that we have on the block grant as a whole, and that's
a per capita distribution.
Mr. GILMAN. Are you both in agreement?
Mr. BESTEMAN. I have proposed that regularly. I proposed that
over the last 15 years. And obviously I haven't been very persuasive.
Mr. GILMAN. Congress has attempted to make same accommodation in basing it 45 percent on the population and 55 percent 011
need. You don't agree with that?
Mr. BESTE~fAN. Well, I don't agree with the outcome. The outcome has been that 55 percent is stalled and the arguments start.
And that's my problem. And everytime we've introduced a new
idea of need, that's happened.
It took us over 18 months to negotiate it back in the early 1970s
in order to get the states on board.
Mr. GILMAN. So to avoid the time problem, you say get rid of the
needs test.
Mr. BESTEMAN. Because the correlation of need is so close.to population, after we go through all this data, Hepatitis to I.V. drug
users, and so on, when you do the statistical analysis it comes back
to the center of population and you're dealing with marginal dollars for each state.
It's not worth the effort.
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Mr. LINDSTROM. I think another important thing to recognize,
and I know the primary domain of this Committee is on narcotics,
but states have different problems with different substances.
Ohio doesn't protend to have the kind of problem that New York
City has. And, thank God that we don't. But when you look at
other kinds of problems, 60 percent of our emergency room admissions for drug overdoses are not for illicit drugs, they're for licit
drugs.
Seventy percent of our deaths due to drugs are not illicit substances. rrhey're licit substances. So we have some significant problems with a variety of substances, but they aren't necessarily the
same substances that New York has a problem with.
Mr. GILMAN. Thank you. And thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me make it clear that we need all the help
we can get with this l~gislation. We need it now SO that we can prepare for the next year.
The Administration not only dia not give us any assistance, but
vigorously opposed any legislation in this area at all.
I assume that there's no dispute, or it's accepted knowledge in
the so-called industry. The Administration truly feels that this is a
local problem, a state problem, or a charitable organization, or
whatever.
But it's not federal in nature. And so I, like you, was really
elated when the President and the First Lady, and other people in
need of national attention at pre-election time, were called to the
White House to witness the signing of the bill.
Because I thought what it was was commitment. Whether the
bill was good or bad, it is not that important. If the commitment is
there, then the Adminstration or legislators can work together to
get a better bill. Thai's what we hope to have.
That's why some of us were shocked and others outraged that
the initial appropriation would be stretched out for a two-year
period where even the least competent of people that are available
to be trained and to serve certainly would not even know by the
time the first year went into actuality whether they have a job the
next year.
To me, this type of thinking attempts to sabotage the whole
effort and the momentum that we have in the country and. in the
Congress. We have thought that need made a lot of sense. Obviously you professionals believe what we attempted to achieve is not
worth it in terms of what we lose in time. And we're glad to hear
that.
I hope that you will take a critical analysis of the bill. We will
take a critical analysis of the Administration. But try to ~ive us
assistance as to what can work. And I'm so pleased that you re emphasizing research.
How in the devil 200 to 300 tons of drugs corning into these
United Stlltes and poisoning our kids and our business people, and
air traffic controi, and nuclear plants cannot be considered a threat
to our national security, I don't know.
Why we can't get the military and the State Department to treat
this as a threat to our national security, I don't know. But at least
it should be treated like AIDS is treated and that is give us a count
on what research is done, what is working, what is not working,
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and to get that information out to you people in the field rather
than just relying on small samples.
I don't know. Perhaps we'll get some answers today. But I just
hope I can get a continuing commitment, not in supporting what
we've done but in criticizing the bill for the purpose of improving
the legislation, and in letting us know what else we can do.
We have a crisis in money, but we don't have a crisis in support.
And the American people are really asking this Congress to do
something.
We've got to keep doing it until we get it right. And we have
enough people to override vetoes. So it's important that if we can't
get help from the Administration, and in no area do we see that
help forthcoming, then we're going to have to depend on your
people to help us.
Mr. McKinney?
Mr. McKINNEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Sort of a non sequitur, but while we've got this state audience
here, all these nice people, I would hope that you would stop at the
Cannon Rotunda on your way out and look at the viewpoint of children whose parents are alcoholics.
It's sponsored by a New York citizen, wife of the Chairman of
American Can, and it has been there for about two weeks. But it's
an appalling view of the world from the image point of view of
those who don't know how to lie to the kids.
And it gives you an idea of the educational problem we've got,
whether it's Ohio, New York, Connecticut, or where.
I couldn't agree more with you on your needs formula. It's impossible to solve. And what are the needs? If you go west, in my southwestern Connecticut District, towards New York, you run into cocaine, heroin and crack.
If you go east into my suburban countryside, alcohol, alcohol, alcohol, alcohol. My daughter is a drug counselor for the Mid-Fairfield Drug Abuse Bureau, counseling at a school in Westport, Connecticut called the Staples High School.
Some of the richest and best in the world and some of the most
troubled in many ways. She gets paid well. I figure she makes
about--she has a child and an apartment to support, she gets
$12,200 a year, it's about $2,000 a year less than you would earn
now at McDonald's 40 hours a week, 52 week.$ out of the year.
So I keep, in a fatherly interfering way, saying why not more
money? How can you possibly take a trained drug counselor and
pay them less than almost anybody you can mention? "Well, we
don't know if we're going to get anymore money. We'll give them a
bonus if we have anYmore money."
Which comes into your whole point of the on again, off again
things. These people need a-it's a constant frustration of the counselors that they want to do this. And yet, they don't know if they
can do it because they don't know if the money will be there next
year.
And everything from camps to peer groups, to everything else,
all of it costs a certain amount of money. And they just don't know
if they can do it. And it's the most amazing thing that in Connecticut which is, I believe at this p:>int, per capita the wealthiest state
in the Union, that in Fairfield County, which is probably one of the
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wealthiest counties in the Union, that people who are trying to
serve the people of that area just don't know which end is going to
be up the next month, or whether there's going to be any pay.
And there are many times, in fact, that some of these groups
have had to go out and make a public solicitation of ex-alcoholics
and others who are willing to do the job.
So I think that everybody has got the need. The problem is different in every area. And we'll certainly say that it's a lot worse in
South Philadelphia and in Harlem than it is in Fairfield County,
but it's still there. And it really ought to be done on the basis of
population. I couldn't agree with you more.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Fauntroy?
Mr. FAUNTROY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just want to associate myself with the remarks of Mr. McKinney with respect to the
need for the population correlation. We can thank those who've
done the research to date, but we don't need anymore resear~h on
the question of population correlation.
I think it's a nationwide problem and one that requires that we
address it in terms of the nationwide population and concentrations. In addition to the excellent research that has gone on in the
past, to establish the enormous damage done by these drugs, I
think this is an important issue.
Quite frankly, I'm more concerned at this point with what we
are doing in actual treatment and prevention. And for that reason,
I'm interested in Mr. Besteman's acc(Junt of those in treatment and
in prevention who apparently know what the need is in their jurisdictions, who certainly want to expand their ability to meet that
need but are afraid because they don't know what resources are
going to be made available.
And in response to that question, that issue, what is the assessment of either of you of what ought to be the federal commitment
to this problem of treatment and prevention, given what you know
about the population concentrations and levels of need?
Mr. LINDSTROM. Should we begin with the budget or the Pentagon? [Laughter.]
Mr. FAUNTROY. Certainly, I'm sure that the people who are looking to expand their beds and their counseling capabilities have
some idea of what they need on that jurisdictional basis.
And therefore, I wonder if you could expand that to what we
ought to be thinking about in terms of a statement of what, in fact,
is needed.
Mr. BESTEMAN. I think there are two pieces to that. One is that
the expansion ought to be an orderly and incremental one. In other
words, I think I could make a case very, very easily in treatment
funding related, if you will, to the block grant, of another $100 or
$150 million. I don't think I would have any trouble doing that.
But I would say to you come at it incrementally so that these
huge amount leaps that are then out of context don't cause the
worry and the concern that we're going to get zero the next year.
That leaves everybody unwilling to make the commitment.
You may get more impact out of an incremental increase just to
soak up the waiting list or to expand capacity by x percent. That's
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a public policy priority debate. We think it could be expanded, I
think, without a great deal of problem by 10 to 25 percent.
But to do this in an orderly fashion is mQre impOl'tatlt than my
saying, well, if you raise the block grant til. lees say, f;l billion-anda-half, that, in itself, would cause mOrt) chaos if we didn't know
what was going on in the second year. If you did that kind of large
jump right now, the field would have trouble with the management
of it and how fast can the system expand.
There's willingness. There are people who are capable of providing the treatment. And I think the most important thing is to start
to take a longer view of what are we going to do over a 3- to 5- to
10-year range.
And if, at any point in this time, there is the slightest indication
that we're successf1.!l and the numhers are going down, and there
will be, don't abandon the effort because we've done that before.
We had the slightest inkling in the mid-'70s that we had done
something with heroin, and I can quote one infamous phrase about
turning somebody's corner, if you remember.
And immediately, people started backing away. Now I think we
still have a horrendous heroin problem in this country because
when I came in the field, we were upset that the number, by DEA's
number, J think, was at the end, wasn't it?
The Federal, Bureau of Narcotics was 68,000, and at that time,
NIMH said there may be as many as 120,000. This was considered
a serious problem.
Mr. DORNAN. What year?
Mr. BESTEMAN. 1957. And 30 years ago, that was considered a serious problem. Today we say the heroin problem is not acute because it stabilized at a half a million.
And I heard public figures say that. Now, that's like saying you
stabilize with a temperature of about 103. [Laughter.]
That's nice, but you're sick, you know. And I want some longterm view of this in terms of, as a professional, trying to help the
field mean something over time and make a difference.
Mr. LINDSTROM. Mr. Chairman and Mr. Fauntroy, perhaps I can
be a little more concrete in direct response to that question. We
have done an assessment in the State of Ohio about what it would
take in additional resources to treat the number of people who
present, or potential presenters for treatment, for just alcoholism
alone, to give you an illustration.
Our annual budget to treat and prevent alcohol problems in the
State of Ohio was $16.8 million a year. That includes what we get
in federal block grant dollars.
By comparison, the Community Mental Health Board in the City
of Cleveland, Ohio has a budget in excess of $27 million, to give you
a comparison of where we are in terms of attempting to deal with
this problem as a state.
To attempt to treat those needing alcoholism treatment services
alone on an annual basis would require an additional $41 to $42
million a year in excess of the money that we have presently.
And that isn't looking at drugs, and that's not looking at what it
would take to adequately treat youth who are chemically dependent. So we're talking about substantial increases over what the re-
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sources that we have available to address the treatment needs presently.
Mr. FAUNTROY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Oxley?
Mr. OXLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Lindstrom, first of all, welcome. Ohio has been one of the, I
think, leaders in innovative vrograms in the drug and alcohol
arena. I appreciate your being here with us today.
You had mentioned the AIDS victims particularly that had contracted AIDS through LV. drug use. Is your understanding that
this legislation covers the treatment for someone who would have
contracted AIDS in that way?
Mr. LINDSTROM. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Oxley, I don't believe that
the bill specifically addresses that. However, from our perspective,
we have published guidelines for all of our drug treatment programs in the State of Ohio. If they are receiving state funds, then
we expect them, in fact, to provide a resource for the treatment of
the person who has AIDS and who is in need of drug treatment
unless their level of care is such that it's beyond what a drug treatment program could provide.
If they're more appropriate on admission for a hospital then
that's where they are today. But any expansion we would have of
service as a result of the supplemental treatment provisions of this
Act, and the person was an AIDS carrier whether he had active
AIDS or not, we would see them admitted to our drug treatment
facilities.
Mr. OXLEY. And then you would make a determination, then, at
that point as to whether they were considered to be drug dependent or need the drug treatment as opposed to having contracted
AIDS, and separate that-the AIDS disease, if you will, from the
drug dependency?
Mr. LINDSTROM. Well, if they were, in fact, determined to carry
the HTVL-3 virus and we did an assessment that they were drug
dependent and they did not need acute medical care, then we
would deem them an appropriate admission to one of our drug
treatment facilities.
Mr. OXLEY. And that is based not necessarily on need by the individual but whether, in fact, they are considered to be drug dependent?
Well, I'm saying, for example, if the individual had private insurance, for example, how would that be treated under your situation?
Mr. LINDSTROM. If it were private insurance, then they would
most likely seek treatment in a private facility. If they were medically indigent, then they probably would be admitted into the programs that are under our domain, the publicly funded sectOl'.
Mr. OXLEY. You had mentioned, I believe you used the statistic,
20 percent of the user is equal to 80 percent of the demand. Is that
correct?
Mr. LINDSTROM. Those are estimates. Yes.
Mr. OXLEY. Those are national figures?
Mr. LINDSTROM. Correct.
Mr. OXLEY. So that basically, as in most of these kind of situations, it is a relatively small percentage of individuals who represent the large part of the demand?
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Mr. LINDSTROM. Correct.
Mr. OXLEY. Okay. I thought that was an interesting statistic. In
the area of need, Mr. Besteman, your quarrel, then, is really with
the formula setup by the statute, not necessarily the efforts by
HHS to set the guidelines or to try to have the $tates meet the certain need guide-lines.
Is that correct?
Mr. BESTEMAN. I am saying, as a person who has dealt with this
issue, that when the statute requires a need formula, it inevitably
provokes a fight among the states who then, when they don't quite
get the formula they want, turn to their Congressional delegations
who then, in turn, turn to the Administrative officials. And instead
of us having our eye on what we're trying to do, which is treat
drug abuse, we have our eye on, "Can we squeeze a few extra dollars inside of our state boundary."
And it simply diverts our efforts. And it has done it in my career
about three or four times. And so I'm, at this point, saying,
"Please, gentlemen, don't do that to us again."
Mr. OXLEY. Well, we already did, didn't we?
Mr. BESTEMAN. Yes, you did. [Laughter.]
But you're going to reauthorize each year and I'm saying, "Don't
do it again. Please."
Mr. OXLEY. Well, we had hoped to pass that along to the appropriate legislative committee because, obviously, this is a Select
Committee as opposed to a Legislative Committee.
But clearly, I think your point is well taken. There are reasons,
obviously, why The Congress seeks to do these kinds of things and
they've been basically unsaid this morning. But I think all of us
recognize that there are some politics involved in here, there's
some regionalism, and state-ism.
Mr. BESTEMAN. Even rationally, I think I can make an argument
that need is a very nice concept. It's just that in frailty, we have
never been able to implement it without contention.
Mr. OXLEY. I understand that and I think that that's a point
that's well taken. My only point was that obviously this was not a
perfect bill when we passed it. There's been some criticism, perhaps some of it justified, towards the Administration.
This clearly is a criticism that should be directed towards The
Congress. And I respect your opinion on that. And I think there's
clearly something that we should look at in terms of the reauthorization of this portion of the legislation.
So what you would basically provide is that instead of the 45 percent, under that part of the block grant, it would basically be 100
percent. Do you agree with that as well, Mr. Lindstrom?
Mr. LINDSTROM. I would agree with that.
Mr. OXLEY. And do you think that most of your colleagues from
other states would share in your opinion on that?
Mr. LINDSTROM. I would say most.
[Laughter.]
Mr. OXLEY. Okay. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Dornan.
Mr. DORNAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman .
Gentlemen, thank you for your testimony this morning. It's fasci·.
nating. The 30-year overview of this massive American problem is
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so valuable. I was talking to our Republican counsel, Elliott, asking
him when this Committee was first chartered. And he said it was
September of 1976 that we had our first meeting.
So we've gone a little over a decade. I've been with Mr. Brown
from the cocaine fields of South America to the opium fields of the
golden triangle of Southeast Asia and looked at this thing for a
decade as a Congressman and for a decade preceding that aS I
hope, a conscientious taleviaion host dedicating an hour or more a
week in a weekly show to alcohol and various forms of narcotic
abuse up to and including prescription drugs.
And I see it causing so much expense, so many problems down
the road for the future of this country; so much budgetary expense.
And I'm going to ask you for an opinion that's not very scientific,
in very round figures-as we say, <lballpark figul'es"-but it has to
do with people who totally live off the work efforts of others.
And as part of a Western Judeo Christian culture, we're not only
supposed to help them, we're supposed to love them.
Let me start with a quote that was very dramatic by the Cardinal of our largest metropolitan area, New York. Cardinal O'Connor
went up to Albany t.his past week. His was the strongest lobbying
I've ever seen by a religious organization, which happens to be my
church.
Two thousand people rally and they go out into all the offices of
the Senators and Assemblymen in New York. And the keynote
speaker of their morning breakfast rally was Cardinal O'Connor,
and he said: "Whether you are the governor. in a beautiful mansion, or living at the exclusive address I have ... " and he lives in
that beautiful house behind St. Patrick's; he looks out on Madison
Avenue at the big Helmsley Palace Hotel, he said, <I • • • we can look
out our windows and see homeless people huddled against the cold
in the doorways of our cities."
Now, since you work alcoholism, in addition to drugs, and since
the homeless problem in this country has received a lot of attention, have you ever sat down and tried to figure out what percentage of the homeless men and women-I was looking at some very
young women on 17th Street just about four blocks from the White
House at some of those legal buildings, recently sleeping in the
Metro doorway right there just north of the White House, very
young women; one must have been 27 or 28 years of age and totally
sort of spaced out street people-What percentage of these people
are in the street, this huge category that the Cardinal talked about
called the "homeless," what percentage are there because of alcohol or drug abuse?
I know it's not because they flunked chemistry in high schooL
It's not because their father was mean to them, although that may
be a few cases, or even beat them, abused them.
I know it's not because they didn't like their boss and got fired so
they decided to turn to the streets.
What percentage would not be there if they had never touched
alcohol, never touched an illegal or over-prescribed substance in
their life? So you're dealing with 100 percent basically.
Mr. LINDSTROM. Mr. Chairman and Mr. Dornan, it's a very
timely question. We just completed a survey about eight months
j
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ago in the State of Ohio of our homeless population to answer that
question, and a number of others, regarding the homeless.
Mr. DORNAN. What triggered that study? Honestly, I can hardly
wait for your answer because I didn't know you had a study for me.
Mr. LINDSTROM. I'll send you a copy of that study. I think that
we've had the same concerns that you have had. And I think, given
the recent recession and we can argue whether or not we're still in
it, and there are a great many indicators to suggest that we are,
that we found Ohio's homeless population increasing dramatically.
The services that we had in place in terms of shelter as well as
food pantries were finding their shelves empty and finding people
at night waiting out in the cold and in the street when the shelter
doors had to be closed because they were already in excess of what
fire regulations would permit.
That's really what gave us the impetus to institute the study.
We found that in excess of 50 percent of these folks had a serious
alcohol and drug problem.
Mr. DORNAN. More than 50 percent.
Mr. LINDSTROM. More than 50 percent.
Mr. DORNAN. So unemployment might take care of half, but the
other half goes back over their lifetime that at some point they
turned to the street because of a dependency on some form of
chemical.
Mr. LINDSTROM. Yes. And institutionalization is also a big part of
that and we also have data related to that as well. And I will,
when I get back to Ohio, forward a copy of that study to all the
members of the Committee.
Mr. DORNAN. Each state would do the same kind of thing.
And the final question to Mr. Besteman.
Are we institutionally looking at a holding pattern, that is to say
holding steady with respect to the drug epidemic? See, I remember
the heroin figure in 1968, 1969 when I was doing this on television,
it was 300,000. And then it took a slight dip. And everybody said,
"It's going down."
But I don't think anybody ever said it went dO'wn more than 4 or
5 percent. Now it's steady at 500,000. Is there any area of drugs,
other than LSD which I've read, with some chagrin, is making a
slight comeback somewhere, is there anything other than the psychodelic fascination that has gone down?
Are we making headway anywhere? Smoking, I know we are in
that one health problem. But in all this chemical dependency,
where are we doing more than leveling off? Where are we penetrating the consciousness of youth where they're rejecting something?
Mr. BESTEMAN. Well, "rejecting," I don't know, may be too
strong. But using less of. At least I think the way we handled quaaludes which, I might say, was probably six or eight years late because we didn't look at what happened in England.
But we did and that abuse has gone down significantly. I think
the history of the abuse of barbiturates, while it's still serious in
terms of life threatening in terms of the numbers, are down.
I think the abuse of amphetamines are down from various earlier epidemics. And I think the abuse of heroin could, again, be
taken down if we would aggressively address it, not only domesti-
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cally but we have some special problems internationally, as this
Committee well knows, in the production.
But there are opportunities to do things there. But I think those
are examples where we have had some success by taking a relatively long term view on how we were going to deal with certain substances.
It's oUr inattention that I believe is most damaging.
Mr. LINDSTROM. Mr. Chairman and Mr. Dornan, I think if you
look at the National Household Survey as well as National High
School Students Survey, you find that the majority of substances,
in fact, are showing a progressive decline.
The exceptions to that certainly are cocaine, particularly with
the introduction of crack. Students in the State of Ohio can get a
pebble of crack for $5.00 which is certainly in the price range affordable to many students.
And the other place where we see significant growth is in the
pop wine market, the Bartles and Jaymes, the coolers.
And so while we find the per capita consumption rate of alcohol
tending to go down, in the area of the wine coolers it's significantly
increasing particularly amongst the young.
Mr. DORNAN. Mr. Chairman, my time has expired. Would you indulge me one short question because of the frightening thing that I
encountered in California.
Last week, when I was home in the district! the sister of a distinguished Democratic Senator, Max Baucus of Montana, came to see
me. She's married and lives in Orange County in my district. And
she had another lady with her, who was pursuing another excellent
grassroots drug health program for young people.
And the younger lady told me she has only one daughter who is
about 13 years of age, and that it was this young daughter's experience in high school that people were passing out cocaine free. And
that stunned me.
She said down even into the grade school. And I said, "Not as a
marketing device the way they used to give away cigarettes on airplanes, little packets of four or five cigarettes?"
She said, "Oh, yes. They feel that this will payoff amazingly
within just a few years when they start getting some spending
money in their junior and senior years. So some of that salary from
that hard work at McDonalds goes to support a drug habit that
started out free." Tell me you haven't run into that in Ohio, free
drugs at the high school level to establish a habit?
Mr. LINDSTROM. Mr. Chairman and Mr. Dornan, that marketing
technique, as well as most of the marketing kinds of measures we
find from Madison Avenue, have transcended into the illicit drug
market.
This is not a naive business that marketeers are in to. They are
very sophisticated. They do their own marketing analysis. When
the demand is down in a particular substance, they have their own
research going on on what might be the next SUbstance to intro'·
duce.
You might look at designer drugs, for example. We haven't seen
anything yet in terms of what's going to be on the streets within
the next few years.
The CHAIRMAN. We have a time problem.
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I've been advised that Dr. Macdonald from the Administration
will have to leave at 11:20. So I wanted Mr. DioGuardi to be able to
inquire.
But what would your time schedules be? Do you gentlemen have
a time problem?
Mr. LINDSTROM. I have a flight out, Mr. Chairman, at 3:00
o'clock. Until about 2:00, I'm yours.
The CHAIRMAN. Why won't Dr. Macdonald, then, join us and I
ask my colleague to yield at this time and we can hear from Dr.
Donald Macdonald who is the Administrator of the Alcohol, Drug
Abuse, and Mental Health Administration.
Why don't you sit right there doctor, we welcome your testimony. We have received it, and without objection from the Committee, it would be entered into the record.
Perhaps, since your time is limited, you might feel more comfortable in making those points which you think are most important in
your testimony.
And Dr. Schuster, from the National Institute on Drug Abuse, I
understand, will be able to stay with us.
Thank you, doctor.
TES'l'IMONY BY DONALD IAN MACDONALD, M.D., ADMINISTRATOR, ALCOHOL, DRUG ABUSE, AND MENTAL HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

Dr. MACDONALD. Thank you, sir. And I apologize for having to
leave early.
I thought that rather than reading my statement, which you
have in the interest of time I'll just answer questions if that's all
right with you.
One of the things that I might say ahead of time, is that I'm
really not here as the White House spokesperson. I'm here as the
ADAMHA Administrator and would like to confine my remarks to
ADAMHA issues, which are issues of research, issues of treatment,
issues of prevention, and those questions the Congress is obviously
concerned about regarding jurisdicational overlap and how we coordinate with other federal agencies.
I realize that sometimes it's hard to draw the line and I'm not
throwing any gauntlet down.
But answering yours questions, I think, might be a better way to
go, Mr. Rangel.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Macdonald appears on p. 71.]
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I think that enough questions have been
raised-Mr. Fauntroy, I yield.
Mr. FAUNTROY. No. I'm not ready to ask any questions yet.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I had thought that enough questions had
been raised as relates to whether it's foreseen by the Administration or your office as a national probleIP. And if so, whether or not,
when the Congress starts talking about two and three years and
then other people say that the monies have to be spread over a
two-year period, and we're not going to fund you for 1988, whether
or not it makes any sense when we ask people to expand their
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treatment and rehabilitation facilities that they have to plan just
for a few months in 1987.
You know, what I really would like to know is what do you think
about the bill that the Congress passed?
Dr. MACDONALD. I thought it was a very exciting bill, and continue to believe that. 1'd like to respond to some of the things that
you've just mentioned in those comments.
The questions of "Is this a Federal problem?" or "Is this a local
problem?" I would like to address in different terms. I would say
this is a "national" problem.
I think it's much more than a Federal problem. And I think the
solution is much more than just a federal solution.
I would not underestimate the efforts of volunteer organizations
or the tremendous change in attitude that has occurred in this
country.
Maybe the biggest change we've seen, very positively, is a change
by the American people about acceptance of drugs.
The CHAIRMAN. We're with you 100 percent. And we're with
Nancy Reagan. We laud her efforts. And I pray every night that
her troops, you know, are large.
Let's find out what you think the federal partnership or contribution should be.
Dr. MACDONALD. What we can do today is tell you how excited
we are about the new budget. The new budget being the 1987, 1988
budget seen as a-The CHAIRMAN. As part of the 1988 budget?
Dr. MACDONALD. As a part of the 1088 budget. The difference is
not so much whether we're interested in drugs. We obviously all
are.
The question was "Did Congress appropriate money for one
year?" or did Congress, as some of the language of the law suggests, say, "Spend the money but spend it wisely and rapidly?"
With the understanding that some of these things would be funded
over a two-year period.
Obviously the Appropriations Committees, in the Congress will
decide how they finally want this language interpreted, regarding
funding levels. But, to me, it's the half empty, half full glass analogy. I'm really excited about the Office of Substance Abuse Prevention, a new office.
Dr. Bell, who sits at the end of the table, is heading that office. I
can report on some of the things that we're doing with new money.
Now whether $20 million of new funds is as good as $40 million, or
$40 million is as good as $80 million, we can discuss. But in any
event, it's a major enhancement.
What that office is doing is moving very rapidly to get money to
the field. Approximately half of the $40 million, $20 million goes
for looking at high risk youth, kids that don't fit the "Just Say No"
formula. Kids that have, we believe, underlying difficulties, such as
dysfunctional families.
I certainly appreciated the remark made earlier about the children of alcoholics, who are among those kids who have all sorts of
underlying problems. Our demonstration grant announcement concerning these high risk youth has gone out. We've actually mailed
it to 4,000 potential applicants.
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We're looking at a clearinghouse that's going to be more responsive. We're looking at major enhancements to our community assistance programs. In research, and you may wish to question Dr.
Schuster who is a researcher and Director of NIDA, the researchers would always like more money.
And I think it's marvelous that they have gotten that. When you
look at the NIDA fiscal years from 1986 to 1988, what you see is a
major increase in the NIDA research budget.
You can see that increase reflected in all of the major drug abuse
areas. The question, I guess, really is in many ways, "What's 1989
going to look like?" With this blip, this large rise in 1987, we see
an important stimulus. But if we stretch it out, we still see ourselves coming out way ahead.
For example, looking at the fiscal year 1988 numbers-just let
me go back to the block grant. That's something the Administration allegedly is not in support of. However, if you take the new
money for the block grants, which includes this new substance
abuse increase, the so-called 1/55/45 money" plus the additional $13
million appropriated for the overall block grant, and instead of accounting for it all in 1987, you spread it over two years, what you
end up with in 1988 is $342 million of new substance abuse grants .
And that's an increase of 30 percent over what we spent in 1981
and it's an increase of 42 percent over what we spent in 1986.
So you can cut it either way. I see that we've made a major commitment to drug use and I guess the Congress and the President
have to argue if we should make a more major commitment.
I'm not disappointed with the programs that are going on in this
Administration.
'I'he CHAIRMAN. Well, I certainly have more questions but they
deal with policy.
Congressman Fauntroy was trying to say something.
Mr. FAUNTROY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to be taken out of
order because I have a commitment.
But I was looking forward to Dr. Macdonald's testimony. And I
just hope that he has not placed off limits any questions relating to
his role as the special narcotics advisor to the President.
How long have you been in that capacity?
Dr. MACDONALD. I've been there about three or four weeks.
Mr. FAUNTROY. Oh, three or four weeks. Have you met with the
President?
Dr. MACDONALD. Yes, sir.
Mr. FAUNTROY. And what has been your advice to him?
Dr. MACDONALD. I didn't really have any extensive discussion. I
spent much more time with the First Lady one-on-one, and with
former Senator Baker. I think that the President's push now would
be to say, "We put up, in August, a major new initiative with six
goals."
And as I see my role in the White House, it's to work on imple-.
mentation of those goals. The White House Conference, which we
can discuss or not discuss if you would like today, I see is a leg of
implementing a plan that's up and running.
Mr. GILMAN. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. FAUNTROY. I'd be happy to yield.
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Mr. GILMAN. While you're on it, what are the plans in the White
House Conference?
Dr. MACDONALD. I knew you would ask that, Mr. Gilman. [Laughter.]
We see the White House Conference, as obviously do Mr. Rangel
and you, as a major contribution. Many of the questions that I've
heard discussed previously by Karst Besteman and others are "Do
we want to look again at where we are and where we need to be
going?"
The Conference is seen as doing that. Officially, the Conferenl;le
now has an office space. We're now hiring people. We're now (>rganizing task forces. The President has not yet signed the E~ecutive
Order setting it up, but did sign a memorandum that mJlde me the
interim director so we can get on with business.
We are anticipating a conference of 50 to 75 people, many of
whom are presc.ribed by law, of strong, bipartisan, high level people
who will make a statement as the Conference evolves that we will
see as the nation's agenda and the nation's program.
Mr. GILMAN. When do you anticipate holding the Conference?
Dr. MACDONALD. Well, we were hoping to hold it in late summer.
I was advised this morning, by the Attorney General, that you
don't get these kind of people in August. So we may be talking September. But we're talking fairly rapidly in terms of-Mr. GILMAN. Would you keep our Committee apprised of your
plans?
Dr. MACDONALD. Oh, absolutely.
Mr. GILMAN. Thank you, gentlemen, for yielding.
Mr. FAUNTROY. Okay. And I won't take mu.ch more time because
I think you've begun to answer some of the questions I had.
I take it you think the Federal Government is doing enough and
that what the Administration proposed is what we ought to be
doing,
Dr. MACDONALD. I don't know that Ws "enough" since "enough"
is defined in a lot of different W!;\ys.. And as those of you who know
me know I've been an anti.drug abuse zealot for the last five or six
years.
Mr. FAUNTROY. Well, I'm speaking about prevention.
Dr. MACDONALD. I really like what the President says. The title
of this Confer€'nce is "A Drug Free America." I think that's what
we need to work for.
But what we have to look at in budgeting is not just deficit and
balance within a larger framework, but "How ready is the system
to accept new infusions of money?"
"Are we putting money into place and, in a sense, eliminating
other things that don't cost money?" The Department of Education
piece, in many ways, places responsibility on parents and community.
In other words, we're suggesting that's something we often neglect if we put too much money in the federal and state systems.
Mr. FAUNTROY. I would hope that, Mr. Chairman, we do get some
parity on the role as advisor as you move through the questioning
period.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
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I wish we had more time, doctor, but you're going to have to just
share with me what type of legislative thinking was the Administration talking about when they took our bill and decided that only
one-half of it was supposed to be used for new initiatives and the
other half was going to be used for the second year.
You know, I hope this is OMB type of non-dollars and cents
thinking. But in terms of programs, I hope you would agree with
me and the people and your colleagues sitting at the table that this
is no way to be providing services.
We have put new initiatives because we wanted to make certain
that the local and state people and the community people came up
with new and exciting programs. And that we would monitor it.
But just to arbitrarily say 50 percent for new programs, what
was the thinking? Did he share it with you?
Dr. MACDONALD. The thinking comes in several parts. You know,
there is money that was put into the $1.7 billion enhancement
that's obviously one-time money. Something like $325 million and
that goes for AWACS and balloons, and things of that type that
were a one-time capital expense.
And there would be no reason to see that double the original request for those items .
Part of the other concern is how ready the system is to handle
large new sums of money. Is Dr. Schuster going to be able to award
enough high quality grants? His budget, as you know, was $65 million for research.
In 1987, as many members of Congress would read it, he has a
$130 million budget. That would be a doubling of the NIDA research budget without a system that has proven ready to handle it.
The CHAIRMAN. We're talking about local and state people because we're talking about these treatment centers and the staffs.
Dr. MACDONALD. Okay. In each of these things, I think you have
to separate the pieces out and say, "Which piece are you talking
about?" You know, the research piece is obviously different from
the capital expense piece.
The treatment pieces-The CHAIRMAN. You don't handle the AWACS, do you?
Dr. MACDONALD. Well, no. I don't have-The CHAIRMAN. I'm talking about these people are out there and
we sent the signal that they should expand and get on the ball and
get these people off the street, and get them in treatment, and get
them as fast as we can get the money.
Dr. MACDONALD. Let me give you some treatment numbers to go
on. The concern of the Administration, in funding treatment, is
that we're always a little leery to fund treatment, questioning
whether that is a Federal responsibility to fund treatment.
The reason that the Administration's bill had $100 million for
treatment is that we were very concerned about the waiting lists in
your city and the relationship to AIDS, which is a very serious and
related problem.
And we said, "We need to do something to take care of the waiting lists." Now, Mr. Gustafson from your state testified with me a
month ago about how many people are on waiting lists in New
York.
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And, you know, those numbers are soft. We're not sure if people
are on two waiting lists or if they're in detox.
But assuming that the reported numbers are correct, and a thousand people in New York are now waiting for treatment, how
much does it cost to treat those people? Well, his numbers are that
it would cost $3,500 a year to treat each of those people.
Those are pretty much the same numbers that NIDA gives me.
That's $3.5 million in treatment money to take care of New York's
waiting list problems. How much money does New York actually
get? Approximately $7.2 million, more than double that.
In other words, the two-year funding for that waiting list is
taken care of. At the same meeting, a gentleman from Flodda,
John Dingle, testified and said they had 500 people on waiting lists.
Well, that's half as much as New York, and they're getting more
than enough money to fund their waiting lists for two years.
The CHAIRMAl'l". What did you mean about there's some problem
as to whether or not the Federal Government should be involved in
the area of treatment?
Dr. MACDONALD. Well, I think that the question of treatment
always is does the state have a contribution to make? Does private
insurance have a contribution to make? Do people, themselves,
have a contribution to make?
The CHAIRMAl'l". When the President signed the bill, was not a
policy statement made as well as a legislative statement?
Dr. MACDONALD. Well, what I'm saying is that, indeed, he signed
a bill which provided for treatment. And, indeed, in the President's
package, he asked for treatment money. He asked for it much as
you want it, to be targeted at some critical needs.
The CHAIRMAl'l". Weil, how did you reach the 50 percent limitation on the new initiatives? Was that done in your shop or was it
done in Mr. Miller's shop?
Dr. MACDONALD. Well, I think that you're correct in saying that
what we present is the President's budget. And it's a budget that
we all fight and argue and-The CHAIRMAl'l". Well, Doctor, what I'm saying is that, you know,
for people like you it's rough. You're a professional. You've made a
commitment. You've taken all kinds of votes that go beyond the
president.
And when we start talking about treating people and what's the
best way to do it, I recognize that you're under a severe political
handicap when OMB tells you that, "We don't care what the Congress has decided. We've got to cut the money. We're not going to
put the money out there."
And, of course, you're restricted. But at what point do we frnd
out how would you want to do the job? Because the Congress is
going to do the job. We may just not do it right. We can do it a
heck of a lot better if we had your input as to what you would
want done.
But we're going to do it whether we use needs test, population
test, color test, you know, whatever test. We do the best we can.
We put in the needs test, not these gentlemen. Now we understand
we may have been wrong. Maybe you knew we were wrong in the
beginning.
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But stop us from being wrong. You have the same commitment
that we do. I don't have any problem with that. But how do we get
support from the Administration while we're legislating?
Notwithstanding OMB, you know we're going to put the money
in the budget. You know it's going to be veto-proof, you know the
President is not supporting Miller's budget. You know the Congress
is going to right a budget.
Mr. Miller said, "Let us see what you come up with." So that's
an invitation to the Administration to help us to come up with
something.
Didn't he say that, Mr. Dornan?
Mr. DORNAN. He sure did.
The CHAIRMAN. He said, "This is our budget," you know. "Now
let's see your budget." So help us to have a budget that makes
sense more than just political sense.
Mr. Gilman?
Mr. GILMAN. Thank you.
Doctor, there's been some discussion here this morning by the
gentleman representing the state agencies that we ought to get rid
of the need formula and go just on a per capita basis because it's
too complex, we spe.nd too much time working over the figures and
the money doesn't get out to people.
We, in our last discussion with you, raised some objections to the
change of method from what the Congress intended from a formula
45 percent need and 55 percent population. There were some revisions made by your office.
Can you tell us where we stand now on the distribution of the
funds and under what formula do you intend to work with it?
What are your thoughts about. what the gentleman from the state
agencies are saying?
Dr. MACDONALD. On, the first question, where we stand is that
last week we sent to all the states the forms necessary for them to
apply. And they can have those applications in today or tomorrow,
or at anytime. And we intend to get the money to them.
Mr. GILMAN. On what formula?
Dr. MACDONALD. One of the limiting things was devising an application form that everybody agreed gathered the sort of data we
needed to have.
The second was how to split the 55 percent. As you know, we had
four factors that we used in the formula originally. And a number
of people, particularly the N ew York delegation, objected to one of
those factors. And, as I've previously communicated, we have eliminated that inverse funding factor and narrowed it down t.o three
factors.
We are in fmal clearance. Most responses we got-and we got respons~s from 31 states-were very favorable with little change.
There are still some objections that we're in the final process of
clearing within the Department. But it shouldn't be long.
But the one that New York objected to most is gone.
The statement that Karst makes is a good one. I think that he
realizes what we realized aU of a sudden, that is, Congressional
intent was very much like the Administration's intent, which was
to fund those areas where there was a particularly serious problem
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related to waiting lists, serious drug abuse, and an AIDS relationship such as in New York.
Unfortunately, other people choose to define it differently. You
know, alcohol as a factor was included in the law. And, indeed, alcohol is a major problem. Other people would say, "Well, we need
to spend more money treating adolescents who smoke marijuana."
And they make a good point.
So it's very, very difficult for us to arrive at a formula everyone
will agree to. And in truth, what we end up with is very much like
Mr. Besteman says, and that is something which approximates a
population-based formula. So, you know, I don't know how to resolve that unless you specifically in law say, /tWe want this for
opiate addiction."
We have to interpret the bill the way you write it and that's
what we did.
Mr. GILMAN. The population-based formula, is that-Dr. MACDONALD. No, no. We're moving towards implementing
the law the way it is and, in truth, the way it works out pretty
closely tracks what you would get on a population base.
Mr. GILMAN. But still on a 45/55?
Dr. MACDONALD. It's still a 45/55, yes. That's in the law and,
indeed, the way we'll do it.
Mr. GILMAN. One other question. I know my colleagues all want
to askyou-The CHAIRMAN. No. That's not the problem. The problem is Dr.
Macdonald has to leave. And I did want-Dr. MACDONALD. I can stay for five more minutes.
Mr. GILMAN. There's just one more question, Mr. Chairman.
The state people are telling us that the dollars haven't trickled
down yet on rehabilitation. And you're telling us-Dr. MACDONALD. No. We have made 45 awards on the 45 ~ercent
portion of the formula. That's already gone out. And I don t want
to say it's in the maiL But it has been in the mail for over a month
for some states.
Mr. GILMAN. Into the states.
Dr. MACDONALD. Into the states.
Mr. GILMAN. And now the states have to distribute it themselves.
Dr. MACDONALD. Yes. And how they do it, will be different. We
understand that many states may not do anything with that until
their fiscal year begins.
Mr. GILMAN. When did those checks go in the mail, Doctor?
Dr. MACDONALD. I don't know the exact answer. Jim, when did
the first one go? For some it's been over a month now.
Mr. GILMAN. Well, is that Mr. Lindstrom and Mr.-Dr. MAcnoNALD. And they're going all the time.
Mr. GILMAN. Has any money trickled down to any of your agencies yet?
Mr. LINDSTROM. Mr. Chairman and Mr. Gilman, Ohio has received its 45 percent share for its first quarter payment.
Mr. GILMAN. Has any of that been distributed in Ohio?
Mr. LINDSTROM. We have allocated it. Not distributed it.
Mr. GILMAN. Mr. Besteman?
Mr. BESTEMAN. Well, the reports from other states are essentially
the same thing. And some states, as of Monday, got calls that the
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state said it had not come. And other states are saying that second
layer distribution has not been made.
I've heard of no operating programs that have received their distribution although they ml.'l,y have. But nobody has reported that.
Mr. GILMAN. Do you anticipate all of the funds will be out in the
near future?
Dr. MACDONALD. Well, five states have not even applied for their
45 percent. We obviously can't distribute those until they fill in the
application and write for it.
The 55 percent, again, will depend on the speed with which they
respond and sign off on three or four items that they're asked to
sign off on. If they were to get those to us today, which is possible,
within a couple of weeks they ought to have their money.
Mr. GILMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. DioGuardi.
Mr. DIOGUARDI. 1'hank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to again commend you and Mr. Gilman for these investigative hearings. I think
they're very important.
I was at another hearing so I couldn't make an opening statement. And I'd like to offer it for the record.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
Mr. DIOGUARDI. Along with a copy of a letter I had sent to Dr.
Macdonald sometime ago voicing my displeasure at the means test.
I've joined the dissent of Mr. D'Amato and Mr. Moynihan on that.
[The statement of Mr. DioGuardi appears on p. 8.3.]
Mr. DIOGUARDI. I think New York State has a very special problem. You indicated that you eliminated one of the four factors.
Which one was that?
Dr. MACDONALD. That was the one that talked about state funding as an inverse determinant. And I discussed that with a number
of people, including Mr. Rangel and Mr. Gilman. And we all agreed
that that was something that had to go.
Mr. DIOGUARDI. Allow me, Mr. Chairman, to repeat what I'm
sure you've already said, that New York State has a very special
problem, I guess, of where it is. The treatment lines are overflowing. I have a special interest in this because of my many years on
the board of the Phoenix House, I have certainly seen first..hand
the terrible tragedies of drug abuse to people.
Many times, we find it difficult to relate to that just in talking
academically about it. But when you see first-hand what it does to
one person, to one family, it really comes home as to how tra3ic
this is and why we need to get the money flowing as soon as possible and under the right basis depending upon what area we're talking about.
So I would urge you, once again as I did in my letter, to consider
the best application for our area in that 55 percent means test.
New York is a desperate area and we need every dollar we can get
as soon as possible.
From your comments, I assume that no allocations have been
made yet under the 55 percent formula to any state?
Dr. MACDONALD. No allocations of the 55 percent formula money
have been made. I think we've done very well in getting it along
this far this quickly. We did, at the request of the New York delegation, slow the process. Not very much. But part of the delay was
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the concern that you and other members expressed about the formula as it appeared in January.
Mr. DIOGUARDI. Has New York State received its check under
the 45 percent?
Dr. MACDONALD. I'm-Mr. KAPLE. Yes.
Mr. DIOGUARDI. When was that done?
Mr. KAPLE. I don't have that date with me.
Dr. MACDONALD. They should have that money.
The CHAIRMAN. I'm surprised Senator D'Amato didn't announce
it.
Mr. DIOGUARDI. That's right. I'd like to know when that was
done. [Laughter.]
Dr. MACDONALD. Apparently, it's an electronic transfer. Forget
what I said about lost in the mail. It has gone.
Mr. DIOGUARDI. All right. It's important to us to track it to be
sure that it is not held up in some other accounts in Albany and
that it gets to where it's supposed to be.
But I'm very concerned that New York is not getting the specific
consideration it needs because of where it is. That is, New York
City is currently the capital of crack in the country and perhaps
the world. So it's kind of a hub for this activity.
The treatment centers just cannot deal with the problem at this
point. And obviously, if we're going to have a real war on drugs,
we've got to deal with it at all levels and the money is needed as
soon as possible.
I would urge you to do whatever you can to address the intent of
Congress so that states like New York, with desperate problems,
can get its fair share of this and get it right away.
Dr. MACDONALD. I have no argument there.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, I know you have to leave. Do you have a
legislative person in your shop that can work with these people
that represent the national associations that deliver these services
so that even if they cannot be accommodated, that we could get
some better answers from those people who are in the field?
You see, we don't have any federal programs. We don't have anything to tell them. We can't give them any assistance. We don't
have any data bank. You know. All we can do is say that the Congress has pumped out some money. That's all we can tell them.
They really want more than that. And you're not in the position
to give it because we have-we are just starting in this area. Now
it would be tragic if you started doing something that they don't
need. And if you're not doing something that they would want you
to do.
They have the-a network that they can reach out, throughout
the country, and ask questions as to what is needed. Can we provide all the things they would be asking? No.
But it could very well be that what they're asking is just a central information bank to be of assistance to them.
Could you suggest to them who they might contact so that we
don't go from hearing to hearing?
Dr. MACDONALD. The answer is, of course, that we will provide
that kind of technical assistance to you, to members of the Commit-
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tee, anybody you suggest. Our legislative person is Lee Cummings
who sits back here. But you might-The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Cummings, do you people know each other?
Mr. CUMMINGS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Good. Well, maybe after you get together-Dr. MACDONALD. Yes. You know, through Bob Trachtenberg, we
can meet with anybody almost anywhere at anytime.
The CHAIRMAN. Okay.
Mr. LINDSTROM. And, Mr. Chairman, I just might add, given the
content of that question, that Dr. Macdonald and ADAMHA as a
whole has been very cooperative and has gone well beyond the call
of duty in working with the states in a variety of realms, not only
around this issue.
And he's to be applauded for that.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, if you two can stop applauding each other
and give us a diagram that mo;,'e effective legislation can be drafted on, then you would not be coming here complaining that we
didn't do it right, you know.
If you two were talking so well, why didn't we hear more about
this from the Administration in terms of your complaints or in
terms of the research that you want. So let's take advantage of this
period of goodwill and share it with your legislators so that we can
be a full team.
Dr. MACDONALD. I want to thank you too, Mr. Ra-ugel.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Doctor, and good luck to you. If you
see the President, I have a list of questions too. But that's between
me and you. [Laughter.]
Dr. Schuster, is there anything that you would like to add to the
President's advisor's testimony?
Dr. SCHUSTER. Dr. Macdonald, in his ADAMHA capacity, stated
the fact that researchers always want more money. I can only say
that the research field has responded overwhelmingly to these new
initiatives.
We have received hundreds, if not thousands, of telephone calls
from people who have not previously been in the field of drug
abuse research but have been in related areas.
They've recognized the problem. They've seen that we got increased funding, and they're responding appropriately. So we really
think that we're going to have some major new players in research
in the area of drug abuse than we have had in the past.
That's always a welcome sign because it brings in fresh ideas,
new ideas and I'm very excited about it.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I hope that his remark, you know, doesn't
indicate anything about the Administration's attitude, it just seem
as though research is such an important thing that you don't have
any problem with the support that you're getting, I hope.
Dr. SCHUSTER. What I would say to that, sir, is that as Dr. Macdonald stated, one of the problems that we have is that we need a
field to absorb these research dollars. We need training. We need
trained researchers. And unfortunately, the field has been allowed
to dwindle in terms of trained researchers .
So that it is sometimes difficult, even with major infusions of
money, to have the capacity in place to utilize new funds wisely. I
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think we're developing t1l';it capacity and I think we're doing this
in the best fashion possibl,e'.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, how can you attract researchers if the Administration is stretching out the first-year funds, not for your
shop. But if the whole idea that this is just a one shot deal, doesn't
that impede your ability to attract qualified people?
Dr. SCHUSTER. Of course. I think that the assumption that most
of us make is one of optimism, and that is that in the 1989 budget,
continuation funds would be provided to continue the research that
has been initiated during the period of 1987 and 1988.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, who can we get from the Administration,
without personalizing, that could get help us to draft some type of
statement that would indicate that the President signing the bill
was a long term commitment and not just something that was preelection?
You know, in your field, you cannot afford to have people even to
perceive that this was just done for '87 and will live until '88. And
then it falls off a cliff.
Mr. TRACHTENR1:RG. Mr. Chairman, I'm Bob Trachtenberg,
Deputy Administrator of ADAMHA.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, I'm sorry.
Mr. TRACHTENBERG. I'm pleased to sit in for Dr. Macdonald.
I just wanted to say that with respect to the drug abuse research
dollars, we never like to see peaks and Valleys in research because
it does send the wrong signal to the research community.
But the fact is that NIDA right now, from 1986 through 1987 and
1988, is receiving a nice increase. I think the telling issue, really, is
going to be what's going to happen in 1989. We like to look at what
the total number of grants are that we can support in a particular
fiscal year.
The CHAIRMAN. I think NIDA is in pretty good shape. I'm just
saying could I get NIDA just to make some type of statement as to
what you think your needs are in the future. I mean, if we just decided that you've done enough research in 1987, you know, we gave
you a chance and you didn't come up with a solution so we're going
to try something different, obviously we would hear a lot of justified complaints.
But if we could hear now a statement that what NIDA intends to
do, I'm certain it will go beyond 1988. And we need that type of
commitment because in other areas in law enforcement, in treatment, we really don't have any statement at all from the Administration as to whether or not they're just swallowing this bill as
much as they can and ignoring other parts of it by stretching out
the period.
So I don't think that's asking for too much to say that the drug
problem is going to be with us for awhile. To find the answers,
we're going to have to make a commitment and that you are starting.
Mr. TRACHTENBERG. ADAMHA currently funds 1,600 total
grants. That's the highest number of grants that ADAMHA, as an
agency, has ever funded. I think the significance for us is as where
we go-which includes what the 1988 level will be, it should be just
about 1,600.
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The question is whether we can sustain that high level of commitment in the out years, 1989 and beyond. If we can, I think that
is a clear message. That's the way we look at the research opportunities.
Now the other side of it is, as you kLow, are really good researchers going to come in? We think they are. Are there scientific opportunities there that are excit.ing? Much of the explosion in terms of
understanding the neuroscience of the brain came from NIDA research in the early 1970s and has opened up a whole new field of
research to the biomedical field.
The CHAIRMAN. And then what happened?
Mr. TRACHTENBERG. It slipped down, but other areas have taken
it over. But that research is still there. And I think now is a major
opportunity for that research program.
The CHAIRMAN. I agree with you. I just hope we can get some
vocal support.
Dr. Bell, welcome to the Nation's Capital. And we know you are
anxious to make a major contribution to resolving this problem.
Dr. BELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I certainly am committed to
that and to the Committee's efforts here to legislate and to help me
help those who really address the problem of prevention of drugs.
That's my mission in terms of this special new office.
I appreciate that legislative oversight on the focus of prevention
is very needed. We are looking forward to the implementation of
this program. We've been through the developmental phase over
the past three to four months with a lot of consultation with the
field.
The grant announcement has gone out. We think it's going to be
exceptionally well received and Ws needed. We're very excited
about our contract activities and we're moving along as rapidly as
we can in trying to reach those communit.y programs that are just
starting, and those who wish to amplify th~\ir efforts.
I'd like to say that we're seeking major support from the private
sector to amplify what resources we have. Through the Office of
the Director, we have people assigned to a private sector initiative
and to corporate efforts and to foundation efforts.
We also have tried very zealously to coordinate our efforts with
the other governmental agencies and their efforts so that we can
make sure that we're not overlapping.
I think a really exciting advent is our newly expanded clearinghouse function. The contract is to be let by May in which there will
be a well defined consolidation. We will be able to reach communities out there who are seeking to invest-The CHAIRMAN. How do you intend to reach them? Through conferences, or mail?
Mr. TRACHTENBERG. In many ways. There will be workshops, conferences, training efforts in coordination, say, with the Department
of Education. We'll be reaching them by publications, public service announcement, the media.
But mostly, we're t.rying to reach them through the already existing parent and youth groups that are present in the communities. We're trying to identify the field which already exists and is
actively promoting efforts at the community level.
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The CHAIRMAN. Well, let the Congress help you. If you can share
with us your outreach program so that we can put it in our newsletters that go into our districts and to say what your office and
others are trying to do, and not only educate people as to what resources are out there but it does give us additional support.
So that if it works, we can continue in that effort. So let's try to
do that. And I promised Dr. Macdonald that the Committee will be
asking for informal meetings without the mikes, and the tables,
and the podiums where we can bring the people in the field together with the people in the Administration and find out what we call
do in working together without having the shadow of OMB over us.
Mr. Gilman?
Mr. GILMAN. I yield to Mr, Dornan who hasn't had an opportunity to question yet.
Mr. DORNAN. No, I did earlier. Go ahead.
Mr. GILMAN. Okay. Mr. Trachten.berg, will some of the treatment
people and rehabilitation people have an input in the White House
Conference?
Mr. TRACHTENBERG. You're asking a question in an area in which
I have very little expertise. The White House Conference is, in fact,
being carried out by the White House. I'm representing ADAMHA.
And I really don't Imow very much abriut the-Mr, GILMAN. Were you con.sulted at all?
Mr. TRACHTENBERG. I've been relying on Dr. Macdonald because
of the fact that he's wearing two hats.
Mr, GILMAN. Well, let me recommend or suggest to you that in
putting together the Conference that you make certain some treatment people are included and get some expertise from around the
country so that we make certain we're not overlooking that important aspect.
The CHAIRMAN. Didn't we have that in the bill? In the White
House Conference, didn't we require in the bill that all areas be
invited, treatment, law enforcement? It's in the bill.
But, again, we hope that. you aggressively make certain that no
conference can be had without your input and without the treatment people, prevention.
Mr. GILMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
1'd like to ask you about this new office for substance abuse prevention. We note that in the new office, NIDA will be folded in, to
some extent, as part of the clearinghouse in OSAP.
And I have here a memo saying:

.,.
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Administer the new clearinghouse for drug and alcohol abuse information mandated by the new Anti-Drug Abuse Act. And the Clearinghouse combines and expands a separate drug and alcohol clearinghouse previously maintained by NIDA.
l\TJAAA, respectively.
A new clearinghouse will disseminate information.. . .

Well, my question is, what's left for NIDA and NIAAA after this
clearinghouse is established? Will there be a need for those agencies or will they now be folded into OSAP?
Can you tell us a little more?
Mr. TRACHTENBERG. Absolutely. I think one of the hallmarks of
the legislation was to clarify the role of ADAMHA both as a research agency and as an agency that's focusing, il'l many respects,
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the same way the CDC does on the epidemiology and the other aspects of prevention of a particular problem.
I look at OSAP as being the prevention focus that doesn't deal
with research, per se, but builds on the research activity that the
two institutes have developed.
So what we have now are three institutes, namely-in this case,
we're just talking about drugs and alcohol that will focus on the
research information. They will pass on, through their research
branch and their intramural activities, an understanding of what
works.
That information, then, will feed into OSAP for the OSAP programs. Now, in many respects, many of the materials which may
be developed, in terms of our understanding of the state of the art
of a particular issue, for instance, crack, or whatever the next drug
of abuse may be, will emanate, for the most part, from the national
institutes. These research developments will then feed into OSAP
which will then disseminate them through its clearinghouse.
So I think for the first time, what this legislation has done, has
really clarified the roles of prevention and research. And I'm looking forward to some good results from this.
Mr. GILMAN. Will there be much left, though, for NIDA and
NlAAA?
Mr. TRACHTENBERG. A tremendous amount. Because they will be
the national research institute for alcoholism and alcohol-Mr. GILMAN. So OSAP will be merely an informational clearinghouse?
Mr. TRACHTENBERG. No. It will be more than that because that's
only one piece of their responsibility, the clearinghouse activity. In
fact, through the legislation, another part will be doing the clearinghouse work for the Department of Education.
Someday I'd like to see it be the clearinghouse for the entire Federal Government in the area of drug and alcohol areas. But in addition-Mr. GILMAN. Wasn't that what OSAP was intended to be?
Mr. TRACHTENBERG. Well, that's fairly clear in some areas. It's
less clear on the other federal program areas.
Mr. GILMAN. What other areas?
Mr. TRACHTENBERG. Well, for instance, the materials that the Department of Justice, at DEA, or the Office of Juvenile Justice may
put out.
Some of the areas of ACTION, for instance.
Mr. GILMAN. You mean, they won't come through that OSAP
office?
Mr. TRACHTENBERG. It's not written precisely in that respect at
this point. But we're talking to them about that.
Mr. GILMAN. Now, I would hope that you could work that out so
you at least had one central clearinghouse where everyone can go
and reach out for information. I think that would certainly be
more effective.
Mr. TRACH'l'ENBERG. Mr. Gilman, I want to challenge one word
that you used, that OSAP is merely a clearinghouse because it's
going to be more than that. They're going to have a non-research
prevention and responsibility, such as the $20 million of grants
that they will be carrying out in terms of high-risk youth.
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There will also be $4 million for service demonstration activities
for young people who are using gateway drugs and we're trying to
develop early intervention programs for them.
The contracts are for working with communities, minority populations, parents, youth. So that the OSAP function, in terms of
services-prevention service activities, will be very extensive in my
view.
Mr. GILMAN. How far along are we on the demonstration project?
Mr. TRACHTENBERG. We've moved out smartly, in my opinion. We
have issued the grant announcement for both the high risk demonstration, which is $20 million, plus the early intervention activities
which is $4 million. Those announcements are on the street now
and we're hoping for applications to be coming in very soon.
Mr. GILMAN. That money is already on its way into the states?
Mr. TRACH'rENBERG. No. Those funds do not necessarily go to the
states. They go to individual applicants. Of course a state could
apply. But it also could be a private nonprofit organization. It could
be a public organization coming in for funds to test out a particular
hypothesis, a particular method of dealing with the high risk populations that were listed in the legislation.
Mr. GILMAN. How small amount will these demonstration
projects go down to? It's not mostly for large projects, are they?
Mr. TRACH'l'ENBERG. There will be some large projects where
we're going to try to approach this in a systems-wide community
based approach.
Mr. GILMAN. Will there be money available for small community
programs?
Mr. TRACHTENBERG. Yes. There will be two parts, one for sma 1.1
targeted activities and one for larger community-wide systems activities.
Mr. GILMAN. I haven't seen much information about your demonstration program.
Mr. TRACHTENBERG. I'd love to give you a copy of the announcement. Before we leave today, I'll be happy to give it to you.
Mr. GILMAN. How are you disseminating that information?
Mr. TRACHTENBERG. That's what Dr. Macdonald referenced
before. Is it 3 or 4,000-Dr. BELL. We have already mailed over 4,000 copies. We are now
trying to identify additional people who would benefit from receiving the announcement.
Mr. GILMAN. It's being mailed out to whom?
Dr. BELL. People that we've identified who may have an interest
in developing community-based grant programs, particularly for
the high-risk youth.
Dr. GILMAN. Is there some time limit on getting these proposals
in?
Dr. BELL. May 15th.
Dr. GILMAN. May 15th.
Mr. TRACHTENBERG. Is that right?
Dr. BELL. Yes.
Mr. GILMAN. And information is going out to each of the states?
Dr. BELL. To all the state organizations, national organizations,
and local organizations that we can identify. Over 4,000 have been
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directly mailed to potential applicants. And we're still looking for
others.
Mr. GILMAN. Mr. Lindstrom and Mr. Besteman, have you been
provided with that information?
Mr. BESTEMAN. Their mailing key hit me about three times
within two days for my association. I might also say that the trade
papers have summarized that announcement and it's in the trade
papers, at least three different ones that I know of right now.
If somebody doesn't know that this announcement is out and
they're in the field of drug or alcohol prevention, they don't subscribe to the trade paper and they don't communicate with their
state or city agencies.
Mr. GILMAN. You feel, then, that it's being properly disseminated
and getting out to the important people?
Mr. BESTEMAN. Yes. I think the dissemination has been good.
Mr. LINDSTROM. Mr. Gilman, we have received the announcement in Ohio. It has also gone to the National Prevention Network.
And as a state, we've distributed to our network of 125 prevention professionals around the state.
Mr. GILMAN. Thank you.
The gentleman from Californ.ia.
Mr. DORNAN. Dr. Schuster and Mr. Trachtenberg and Mr. Ben, I
wonder if you could comment on an earlier question I asked the
distinguished bearded sages from the heartlands of middle America
about this marketing technique of giving free drugs to kids.
I've been sitting here thinking about it. Stu McKinney, when he
was here, from Connecticut, leaned over to me and said, "Oh, this
is quite common in Connecticut even crack is being given away
free to younger kids to get them interested in it."
Is Nancy Reagan aware of this marketing technique, I wonder?
Or are you gentlemen aware of it?
We'll start with Dr. Schuster.
Dr. SCHUSTER. Yes, sir. I am aware of the marketing technique.
I'm also aware of the fact that one of the reasons why crack has
assumed such a major problem in our country is because of the
marketing. When it is sold, it is sold in small enough units so that
if you can afford a record album, you can afford to buy a hit of
crack.
And I think this is why we have seen it take off so explosively
amongst sheltered children because of this marketing procedure. I
would hasten to say, it is cocaine we're talking about.
It's just a specific marketed form of cocaine. So it has all the
dangers of cocaine but it's the marketing that makes it possible
and available to younger children.
Mr. DORNAN. Did you see the article Mr. Gilman was telling me
about in the magazine section of the New York Times over the
weekend about the cocaine billionaires?
Dr. SCHUSTER. No, I did not, sir.
Mr. DORNAN. Have vou seen it, Mr. Trachtenberg?
Mr. TRACHTENBERG. No, I have not.
Mr. DORNAN. I haven't seen it either. Ben's office is going to send
it ..Jver to me .
When you are a billionaire you can afford clever marketing techniques in addition to building fortresses and having your own pri-
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vate armies which we thought was the style only in the golden triangle or in the hills of Turkey and Afghanistan.
Mr. Bell, were you aware of this marketing technique?
Dr. BELL. One of the reasons I am involved in this and committed
to the effort is the very idea that young people, because they have
young brains, are much more vulnerable to the addiction process.
That is a great market for these people who would use them to
make money.
Mr. DORNAN. You just taught me something medically. You
mean a 13-year-old, because the brain cells are growing, can get addicted more quickly than an adult fully grown nervous system?
Dr. BELL. Relatively more susceptible to the addiction process,
the earlier the age of onset of use.
Mr. DORNAN. All right. Could I get a prenatal poll her.e? Do you
have any children, Mr. Bell?
Dr. BELL. I have six and 12 grandchildren.
Mr. DORNAN. How about our sages? How many?
Mr. BESTEMAN, Two and three steps.
Mr. DORNAN. Two and three.
Mr. LINDSTROM. This sage has she
Mr. DORNAN. Wait a minute. What do I hear? I hear that from
high forheaded bearded people. I just--[Laughter.]
Mr. LINDSTROM. Notice the head patterns on top. [Laughter.]
Mr. DORNAN. Four.
Dr. SCHUSTER. Well, I hate to disprove your correlation, but r
have five. [Laughter.]
Mr. DORNAN. Do you believe this? Four, five, nine, 15, 21 and two
on the first go-around. Twenty-three children. I hope you've been
as lucky as r have with my five and a sixth which are coming
around the second cycle.
r don't know what I did right nor does my wife. We just feel this
healthy guilt because we're so lucky. Now I look at this marketing
technique with roung people, and I hate to sound naive. But until
Senator Backus wife-I mean his sister who lives in my district,
told me this, I didnJt think any drug person ever gave away a
nickel of anything.
And do you know why? Because of all the movies and TV shows
we've seen where the guy is coming to collect his debts and blows
your brains out.
Now, I'm sitting here thinking, if there were an open bar, Joe's
Local Bar, which he was giving away liquor to anybody un.der 15 to
get them used to coming to the local watering hole, people would
be outraged.
And then I stopped to think about some good conservative
friends I have, who are also friends of the First Lady and the President, and I've actually been to affairs in my district where they do
give away free beer.
Now, they would, you know, go 'wild if they were giving it to children. But here was this afternoon beer festival and the beautiful
Hispanic affairs, and so forth, but plenty of free beer.
That's a marketing technique. What are we going to do to analyze this marketing technique and how it starts. Whatever you call
this Madison Avenue technique. Is this going to be part of the Con-
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ference? I would hope this would be a major part of the Conference
because it hit this father and grandfather like a ton of bricks.
We're building this future market by giving expensive stuff away
free.
Is that going to be a part of the Conference?
Mr. TRACHTENBERG. I don't know. I think, frankly, in terms of
the Conference it's too early to say. I think you hit on a very key
issue. I have trouble with my older children when they go down to
Ft. Lauderdale on spring break, knowing that the beverage industry is handing out free beer..
I think that hits a little bit closer to home than even the other
three things that you referred to, Mr. Dornan. But, you know, I
think what you really underscore is the close interrelationship between the supply side, the "cop" side and the role of interdiction
on this issue.
I think not only ought there be severe penalties for distribution,
but I think they need to be enforced, I think this can't be tolerated
at any level. I think the other side of it is whether it's "just say
no" messages or other peer assistance strategies-that whatever invulnerability we can build in our children against drugs, that
supply reduction needs to continue to be strengthened and developed.
Mr. DORNAN. Well, these are called nonviolent crimes, marketing
free drugs to kids. When I watched this national show and saw
Crossfire last night, there was an intelligent gentleman there sitting on the program saying that we couldn't put any people in
prison anymore for nonviolent crimes because the prisons were
filled.
So what are we going to do, just keep building prisons? And yet
sort of pillory stocks, public scourging, tar and feathering, I don't
know what you do with a child corruptor who is passing out free
brain destructive material to 6th and 7th graders.
Mr. BESTEMAN. Well, look at it just a little bi.t differently also. If
you go into a treatment center, I challenge you to ask everybody in
the treatment center who supplied their first dose of illegal substance.
And it's usually a friend who shared it with him and it is not
perceived by the recipient, necessarily. And very often, by the-as
mark.eted. Now the difference is that as we've gotten a little more
sophisticated, we've seen marketing as a deliberate move.
But always-I mea.n, historically, as patient after patient is
asked, who were you with the first time you took heroin. There
were three friends on a rooftop.
Mr. DORNAN. And it's always free, isn't it?
Mr. BESTEMAN. It's always free. Well, I can't say I don't know of
anybody. I know of very few who went ou.t and bought their first
dose of anything. So that this has been a-frankly, to go back, this
is the way we, individually, market it to each other as 14-year-olds
when one of us got hold of a package of cigarettes.
Mr. DORNAN. It's called sharing the misery. It's a subconscious
form of automatic marketing, automatic marketing because people,
I think, stili in our society, have a guilt feeling about altering their
consciousness. So thf.)y want to share it with other. people.
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It's like the joke that is going around in all the single bars now,
in which a guy who picked up Miss America in a bar three or four
years ago. And after the night, he fInds, in lipstick on his bathroom
mirror, "Welcome to the AIDS generation."
It is called sharing the misery. And whether that's just folklore
or not, it is all subconscious marketing. The sharing of misery as a
deliberate marketing technique. How many of your 23 children are
going to escape, at some age level-particularly the grandkids
coming up. How are they ever going to escape their share of misery
marketing combined with more deliberate marketing of drugs?
These are tough decisions to make after you've lost your innocence.
It's incredible. I just hope the White House Conference gets the
most extensive public airing that any conference has ever had in
the history of the country.
You're going, right, Ben? You're going to share a role?
Mr. GILMAN. I hope so.
If the gentleman will yield. Mr. Trachtenberg, getting back to
the White House Conference, I note that counsel has just pointed
out to me that it calls for a fInal report and followup, and the fInal
report no later than six months after the effective datel of this Act.
Now, the effective date of the Act, I guess, goes back to October
of 1986. We're already approaching the deadline for fInal report,
and you're now talking about a conference that won't start until
September.
I'd like to point that out to you and would you please point that
out to the White House staff or whoever is working on this, that
the legislation does call for a fmal report within six months of the
signing of the fInal Act.
And also please note that in the legislation, it calls for local officials, governors, department heads, private sector, health people.
And you're talking about a 70-member group, I don't know how
you're going to include all of those within the confInes of the 70member group.
J hope that you will take a good hard look at what the Congressional intent was and make certain that we're not overlooking any
important aspect of the problem.
Mr. TRACHTENBERG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GILMAN. Any further questions, Mr. Dornan?
[No response.]
Mr. GILMAN. Any questions by counselor staff?
(No response.]
Mr. GILMAN. If not, we want to thank you gentlemen for taking
time out ')f your busy schedule to come before the Committee.
The Committee stands adjourned.
[\Vhereupon, at 11:59 a.m., the Committee was adjourned.]
[The prepared. statements and submissions for the record follow:]
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GOOD MORNING
TODAY THE SELECT COMM ITTEE ON NARCOT ICS ABUSE AND CONTROL
CONTINUES ITS SERIES OF HEARINGS TO REVIEW IMPLEMENTATI0N OF THE
OMNIBUS ANTI-DRUG ABUSE ACT OF 1987 (P.L. 99-570).

..
THE FOCUS OF OUR INQU IRY TH IS MORN I NG IS ON THE TREATMENT
AND PREVENTION PROVISIONS OF THE ACT.

THESE PROVISIONS ARE AD-

MINISTERED BY THE ALCOHOL, DRUG ABUSE AND MENTAL HEALTH ADMINISTRATION (ADAMHA) IN THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SEnVICES.
OTHER SECT IONS OF THE ACT DEAL WITH REDue ING DRUG SUPPLY
THROUGH ENFORCEMENT, INTERD ICT ION AND

INTERNAT IONAL NARCOT ICS

CONTROL AND PREVENTING DRUG USE THROUGH COMPREHENSIVE DRUG ABUSE
EDUCATION PROGRAMS.

BUT IT IS IN THE SECTIONS WE ARE EXAMINING

TODAY THAT CONGRESS ATTEMPTED TO PROV IDE SOME MUCH NEEDED ASSISTANCE FOR DRUG ADDICTS AND DRUG-DEPENDENT PERSONS, THE TRAGIC

•

VICTIMS OF DRUG ABUSE.
FROM 1980 TO 1986, FEDERAL SUPPORT FOR DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT
AND PREVENT ION SERV ICES DECL INED BY ABOUT 40 PERCENT.

OUR ING

THE SAME PERIOD OF TIME, THE UNITED STATES WAS SUBJECTED TO INCREAS ING SUPPL I ES OF ILLEGAL DRUGS.
DRAMAT ICALL Y.
NATIONWIDE.

IND ICATORS OF ABUSE ROSE

COCA INE DEATHS AND OVERDOSES MORE THAN TR IPLED
HEROIN OVERDOSE DEATHS AND EMERGENCY ROOM EPISODES

JUMPED SHARPLY.

IN SOME OF OUR MAJOR URBAN AREAS, THE JNCREASES

FAR OUTPACED THE NATIONAL AVERAGES.

•
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THE INCREASED AVAILABILITY AND GROWING POPULARITY OF CHEAPER
AND MORE POTENT FORM OF DRU~S,
"CRACK"

COCAINE,

ABUSE PROBLEM.
ABUSERS

FALLING

ADDED

SUCH AS "BLACK TAR" HEROIN AND

DANGEROUS,

NEW DIMENSIONS

TO

THE DRUG

SIMILARLY, THE RISING NUMBER OF INTRAVENOUS DRUG
VICTIM

TO

THE DREADED AIDS

VIRUS

CREATED

AN

ALARMING PUBLIC HEALTH THREAT.

As A RESULT OF THESE MANY DIFFERENT FACTORS, THE NUMBER OF
PEOPLE IN NEED OF HELP GREW DRAMATICALLY AS THE AVAILABILITY OF

•

DRUG ABUSE

SERV ICES DECL I NED.

I N MANY PARTS OF THE COUNTRY,

LONG WAITING LISTS FOR TREATMENT BECAME COMMON.

EXISTING PRO-

GRAMS COULD NOT COPE WITH THE EXCESS DEMAND FOR SERVICES EVEN BY
OPERA T I NG ABOVE CAPAC ITY •

THE RESULT I NG STRA I NS ON THE TREAT-

ME NT SYSTEM THREATENED THE QUALI TY OF CARE FOR THOSE WHO COULD
BE SERVED.

THE ADMI N I STRAT I ON RESPONDED
CRISIS BY CALLING

IT A STATE AND

TO

TH I S DEEPEN I NG DRUG ABUSE

LOCAL PROBLEM.

THE FEDERAL

GOVERNMENT WAS FAILING TO MEET ITS OBLIGATION TO STOP THE MASSIVE IMPORTATION AND INTERSTATE DISTRIBUTION OF HEROIN, COCAINE,
MARIJUANA AND OTHER DANGEROUS DRUGS.

BUT THE ADMINISTRATION DE-

N I ED A FEDERAL RESPONS I Bill TY TO HELP STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS COMBAT THIS NATIONAL DRUG ABUSE PROBLEM.
I NFERNO OF DRUG ABUSE BURNED OUT OF

CONTROL THROUGH OUR COM-

MUN I TI ES, THE ADM I N I STRATI ON WATCHED AND FIDDLED,
PLEAS OF STATE AND LOCAL OFFICIALS FOR HELP •

•

As THE RAGING

I GNOR I NG THE
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IN THE ANTI-DRUG ABUSE ACT OF
PLEMENTAL APPROPRIATIONS,
FUND I NG

CONGRESS PROVIDED

TO EXPAND STATE AND

CAPAC I TY.

1986 AND THE OMNIBUS DRUG SUP-

LOCAL

TH I S I NCREASED FEDERAL SUPPORT WAS

FIClfNT TO ADDRESS ALL THE UNMET NEEDS, BUT

m FEDERAL

RENEW ..

CRITICALLY NEEDED

SUBSTANCE

ABUSE

TREATMENT

I N NO WAY SUFIT REPRESENTED A

COMM ITMENT TO HELP I NG STATES AND LOCAL! TI ES PRO-

VIDE TREATMENT TO THOSE WHO NEED AND WANT IT.

THE ANTI-DRUG ABUSE ACT ALSO

ESTA8L1 SHED A NEW OFF I CE OF

SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION IN ADA~lJ-IA TO EXPAND THE AGENCY'S ROLE
IN TRAINING, TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE,
DISSEMINATION AND

INFORMATION DEVELOPMENT AND

A VARIETY OF OTHER PREVENTION

ACTIVITIES.

THIS NEW OFFICE WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ADMINISTERING THE

$20

MI LLI ON PROGRAM OF DEMONSTRAT I ON GRANTS AUTHOR I ZED BY THE ACT

•

FOR PREVENTION AND TREATMENT OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE AMONG HIGH-RISK
YOUTH.

THE ACT ALSO AUTHORIZED A SUBSTANTIAL INCREASE IN DRUG ABUSE
RESEARCH FOR NEW INITIATIVES TO EXPAND OUR KNOWLEDGE

of

BOTH THE

CAUSES OF DRUG ABUSE AND THE BEST WAYS TO TREAT AND PREVENT IT.

OUR HEARING TODAY WILL REVIEW THE STATUS OF EFFORTS
THESE AREAS.

IN ALL

OF SPEr.l AL CONCERN TO THE COMM I TrEE I'S WHY THE AD-

MINISTRATION HAS REQUESTED NO ADDITIONAL FUNDING TO CARRY OUT
THESE
YEAR

EXPANDED TREATMENT AND

1988.

PREVENTI ON

I N I TI ATI VES

IN FI SCAl

INSTEAD, FUNDS PROV IDEO UNDER THE ANTI-DRUG ABUSE

ACT WILL BE STRETCHED OUT OVER TWO YEARS.

•
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THIS POLICY IN EFFECT REDUCES BY HALF THE LEVEL OF ACTIVITIES THAT CAN BE SUPPORTED UNDER THE ACT.

IT TELLS THE AMERICAN

PEOPLE THAT THEIR FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IS TAKING A "BUSINESS AS
USUAL" APPROACH TO THE DRUG ABUSE EMERGENCY.

TH ISIS NOT THE

MESSAGE, OR THE RESPONSE TO THE PROBLEM, CONGRESS INTENDED.

THE

CUTS IN TREATMENT FUND I NG ARE PERHAPS THE CRUELEST OF ALL BECAUSE THEY FALL HEAV IEST ON THOSE WHO MOST NEED HELP -- THOSE
WHO ARE STILL ON WAITING LISTS.
OUR WI TNESSES TODAY INCLUDE THE AOAf'lHA ADM INI STRATOR AND A
PANEL OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT AND PREVENTION PROFESSIONALS.
BEFORE CALLING THE WITNESSES, I YIELD TO ANY MEMBER OF THE COMMITTEE WHO MAY WISH TO MAKE AN OPENING STATEMENT .

•
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OPENING STATEMENT
OF

CONGRESSNAN WALTER E. FAUNTROY
m"D.C.}
BEFORE THE

SELECT COMMITTEE ON NARCOTICS ABUSE AND CONTROL
HEARING ON THE
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT AND PREVENTION PROVISIONS
OF THE
ANTI-DRUG ABUSE ACT OF 1986

MARCH

11, 1987

9:30 A.M.

B-3S2
RAYBURN

•
HOB

•
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I WANT TO COMPLIMENT CHAIRMAN RANGEL FOR HIS UNCEASING
AND THOROUGH EXAMINATION OF ONE OF THE MOST CRITICAL ISSUES
OF THIS 100TH CONGRESS--THE FAILURE OF THE REAGAN ADMINISTRATION
(IN SPITE OF ALL ITS RHETORIC ABOUT DRUG INTERVENTION, PREVENTION
AND TREATMENT) TO SUPPORT THROUGH THE 1988 BUDGET THE NEEDS
OUTLINED IN THE OMNIBUS DRUG ABUSE ACT OF 1986 (P. L. 99-570).
THIS HEARING TO EXAMINE THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THAT ACT IN
THE AREAS OF TREATMENT AND PREVENTION IS AN IMPORTANT OPPORTUNITY
TO HIGHLIGHT AND EMPHASIZE THE NEED VERSUS THE PRESENT CAPACITY OF
TREATMENT TO MEET THAT NEED!

•

TREATMENT AND PREVENTION IN THE ANTI-DRUG ABUSE ACT OF 1986
(P.L. 99-570) PROVIDED MINIMALLY FOR ONLY EMERGENCY NEEDS IN THIS
AREA.

PRESIDENTIAL BUDGET ApPROPRIATIONS FOR FY-88 PROVIDE THE

MOST TOKEN, THE MOST MEAGRE RECOGNITION OF THE CRISIS.

INSTEAD OF

INCREASI~G WHAT WAS ALREADY AN INADEQUATE FUNDING FOR TREATMENT, IN
PARTICULAR, WE FIND A COMPLETE DISREGARD FOR THE WHOLE CRISIS AND

THE MOST CYNICAL TOKENISM.
THERE ARE REAL QUESTIONS TO BE ASKED AND ANSWERED IN THE
AREA OF TREATMENT:
- WHAT IS OUR PRESENT NATIONAL TREATMENT CAPACITY, AND
WHAT KINDS OF FACILITIES AND MODALITIES ARE
AVAILABLE AT

~TATE,

COUNTY, CITY LEVELS;

- WHAT IS THE ACTUAL CQllNI (BY NARCOTIC IDENiIFICATION)
OF THE CASES IN NEED OF TREATMENT;

(How

MANY HEROIN CASES; HOW MANY COCAINE CASES;

HOW MANY PCP, ETC.)

•
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11, 1987

- ARE WE MEETING THESE GOALS OF TREATMENT?
- WHAT IS AVAILABLE IN RESEARCH IN TREATMENT MODALITIES?
ARE WE PROPERLY FUNDING RESEARCH AT THE NATIONAL
INSTITUTES OF DRUG ABUSE AND OTHER HEALTH
AGENCIES TO MEEr THE CHALLENGES OF THIS ESCALATING
MALADY--SUBSTANCE ABUSE?

- How

MUCH MONEY IS ACTUALLY PRESENrLY AVAILABLE TO
LOCAL AND STATE JURISDICTIONS FOR TREATMENT?

- How

MUCH MONEY IS ACTUALLY NEEDED TO MEET THE FUTURE
DEMANDS OF TREATMENT?

_ ARE WE REALLY EXPLORING ADDITIONAL SOURCES OF
REVENUE TO ASSIST FUNDING OF TREATMENT?
THESE ARE JUST A FEW OF THE QUESTIONS THAT I HOPE WILL BE

.'

ANSWERED BY THIS MORNING'S HEARING,

I WOULD ADD TWO OTHER POPULATION GROUPS THAT SOMEHOW NEVER
GET THE EMPHASIS THAT THEY SHOULD HAVE,
- OUR

PRISO(~

POPULATIONS, WITH THE TRAGIC NEEDS FOR

TREATMENT THAT PRESENTLY ARE NOT BEING MET;
- THE DRUG USER WHO THE MILITARY TELLS US THEY HRETURN
IMMEDIATELY TO GENERAL SOCIETY FROM MILITARY SERVICE
WITH NO ATTEMPT AT TREATMENT IN THE SERVICES,"
WHAT ARE WE DOING TO SAVE THESE YOUNG PEOPLE
THROUGH TREATMENT?

•
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WE Mll[i FACE OUR HUMANE AND MORAL RESPONSIBILITY AS INFORMED
AND EMPOWERED LEGISLATORS IN THIS AREA OF FUNDING FOR TREATMENT AND
PREVENTI ON.

.

.

I KNOW I1ANY OF MY COLLEAGUES JOIN ME IN THIS URGENT PLEA.
AND I KNOW THAT THE AMOUNT OF SUFFERING iN EVERY SOCIAL STRATA OF
THE AMERICAN FAMILY CRIES OUT FOR OUR ASSISTANCE.
LET US MOVE TO ESTABLISH REAL FACTS, REAL FIGURES, AND

4IIIJ

REAL COUNTS OF WHAT IS NEEDED.

AND THEN LET US DEMAND THE AMOUNT

OF MONEY NEEDED TO BRING ABOUT THIS LEVEL OF TREATMENT AND PREVENTION
RELIEF -- AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE.

*

•

*

*

*
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OPENING STATEMENT

OF

THE HONORABLE BENJAMIN A, GILMAN
RANKING MINORITY MEMBER

SELECT COMMITTEE ON NARCOTICS ABUSE AND CONTROL

•

FOR OVERSIGHT HEARING ON
THE ANTI-DRUG ABUSE ACT OF 1986
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT AND
PREVENTION PROGRAMS
MARCH 11, 1987

•
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THIS IS THE THIRD OVERSIGHT HEARING OF THE ANTI-DRUG ABUSE
ACT OF 1986, WHICH WILL FOCUS ON EXISTING AND NEW FEDERAl
EFFORTS IN THE AREA OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT AND PREVENTION.
IT IS NO SECRET THAT THE NUMBERS OF THOSE ABUSING ILLICIT
SUBSTANCES CONTINUES TO RISE, WHILE THE PRICE OF THOSE
SUBSTANCES GOES DOWN. THE PROBLEM hAS ESCALATED DRAMATICAlLY IN
RECENT YEARS, REQUIRING AN ADDITIONAl EFFORT OVER AND ABOVE WHAT
HAS ALREADY BEEN INSTITUTED.

•

IN HEARING AFTER HEARING, THE SELECT COMMITTEE HAS LEARNED
OF LENGTHY WA!TING LISTS FOR TREATMENT AND PREVENTION ACROSS THE
COUNTRY. IT IS A SORRY STATE OF AFFAIRS WHEN ONE FINDS AN
INDIVIDUAL, HONEST AND COMMITTED ENOUGH TO ENTER A PROGRM~ OF
REHABILITATIVE THERAPY, ONLY TO FIND SCORES OF Of'HERS STANDING
IN LINE AHEAD OF THAT INDIVIDUAL. TRULY, WHAT DOES THIS SAY
ABOUT OUR PRESENT SYSTEM?
WE ENCOURAGE PEOPLE TO QUIT, ASSURE THEM THAT HELP IS ON THE
WAY, BUT THEN LEAVE THE INDIVIDUAl DANGLING FOR WEEKS ON END.
THESE ARE THE PEOPLE WHO NEED ASSISTANCE THE MOST. INSTEAD,
THEY ARE LOSING THE MOST. WHAT IS BEING LOST IS FAITH IN THE
COMMITMENT A~D INTEGRITY OF THOSE OFFERING ASSISTANCE. THIS
VICIOUS CYCLE MUST BE BROKEN, AND SOLUTIONS MUST BE ADDRESSED IN
THIS MORNING'S DISCUSSION .

•
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CONGRESS REMAINS THOROUGHLY CnMMlTTEO TO ASSISTING STATES
AND LOCAl GOVERNMENTS IN ADMINISTERING THEIR TREATMENT AND
PREVENTION PROGRAMS. NOT ONLY FUNDING IS AT ISSUE. NEW
MODALITIES AND TECHNICAL EXPERTISE MUST BE MADE AVAILABLE.
THE NEW OFFICE OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION IN ADAMHA HAS
BEEN GI~EN A VERY IMPORTANT ROLE IN OUR "WAR ON DRUGS,· AND I AM
KEENLY INTERESTED IN BEING APPRISED OF ITS AGENDA, TIMETABLE,
AND DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS.
I LOOK FORWAqQ TO HEARING FROM OUR DISTINGUISHED WITNESSES
THIS MORNING. I HOPE THAT THEY WILL PROVIDE OUR SELECT COMMITTEE
WITH CANDIO ASSESSMENTS AS TO HOW OUR NATION CAN BEST TREAT AND
REHABILITATE THOSE INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE BECOME ADDICTED TO
DRUGS.

•

CLEARLY, THE LACK OF FISCAL YEAR 1988 FUNDS AS PROPOSED BY
THE ADM INISTRATI ON CANNOT BE LEFT TO STAND. V£ NEGATE OUR OWN
EFFORTS TO HELP COMBAT DRUG ABUSE IF WE INSIST THAT FUNDING FOR
ONE YEAR BE MADE TO LAST FOR TWO, AND, MORE IMPORTANTLY, SUCH A
PERSPECTIVE ~EGATES WHAT WE KNOW TO BE THE REALITY OF THE DRUG
CRISIS IN THIS COUNTRY.
######

•
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STATEMENT OF
WAYNE LINDSTROH, PH. D
CO-CHAIRPERSON
PUBLIC POLICY COMMITTEE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE ALCOHOL
AUD DRUG ABUSE DIRECTORS
and

CHIEF
BUREAU ON ALCOHOL ABUSE AND ALCOHOLISM RECOVERY
OHIO DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
before the
SELECT COMMITTEE ON NARCOTICS ABUSE AND CONTROL
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
on the

•

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ANTI-DRUG ABUSE ACT OF 1986
MARCE 11, 1987
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Chairman and Committee Members:
Thank you 'for the invitation to appear before you today to address the
status of the treatment and preventicn initiatives authorized by the
Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986, P.L. 99-570, and to comment on the
President's lack of a new budget request for these programs for FY 1988.

My name is Wayne Lindstrom, Ph.D.

I am appearing before you tcday in my

•

official capacity as the Co-Chairperson of the Public Policy Committee of
the National Association of State Alcohol and Drug Abuse Directors.

I am

also representing ohio's alcohol and drug abuse program of which I serve
as the Chief of

~he

Bureau on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism Recovery.

As you are aware, the membership of the National Association of State
Alcchol and Drug Abuse Directors (NASADAD) is comprised of the State
officials designated by the Governor

~~

administer the pUblicly funded

alcohol and drug treatment and prevention services system.

NASADAD is a

not-for-profit organization; our primary goal is to promote the
development of effective alcohol and drug treatment and prevention

•

programs throughout the nation.

Recently, NASADAD has been closely involved i,n the implementation of the
treatment, prevention and education programs authorized by P.L. 99-570.
Our National Association serves as a focal point for the exchange of
information between and among Federal and State agencies and provides
technical assistance on the implementation and coordination of these
important programs.

•

--------------------------~~-----
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Before I begin our statement, I wish to express the NASADAD membership's
sincere appreciation and recognition of the strong leadership role which
you and other members of the Committee undertook in the development and
passage of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986.

I would also like to note

for the record that you have been an outstanding advocate within the U.S.
Congress for drug abuse treatment and prevention programs for many
years.

Your commitment to our programs clearly did not begin or end with

the 1986 elections.

Mr. Chairman, the problems of drug and alcohol abuse are truly staggering
public health problems.

The economic costs of these

in the year 1983 alone were over $176 billion.

•

million adults tried an illicit drug.
students have used cocaine.

illnes~es

to society

Last year alone, 38

Almost one-third of our college

Alcohol is the leading cause of death and

disability for individuals under the age of 44.

It is also the third

leading cause of birth defects and the only one that is preventable.
Twenty-five percent of the individuals infected with the deadly AIDS
virus are intravenous drug users.

A minimum of 60 percent of pediatric

AIDS cases are related to intravenous drug use by one or both of the
parents.

Clearly, these illnesses are having a major, catastrophic

effect on the health, welfare and competitiveness of our nation.

And yet, Federal support for programs to prevent and treat these
illnesses declined 40 percent during the six year period from FY 1980 to
1986.

In FY 1986, $1.3 billion were expended for publicly funded drug

and alcohol treatment and prevention services.

States provided

approximately one-half of these resources, the Federal government less
than 20 percent.
2
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Last year, when the Anti-Drug Abuse was enacted and included a
supplemental, emergency grant program for treatment services, the States
were extremely pleased with the prospect of a renewed commitment by the
Federal government to assisting States and communities in their efforts
to prevent and treat drug and alcohol abuse.

We have been asked today to

address the impact of these emergency, supplemental treatment grants on
the currently overburdened treatment system.

Unfortunately, we are not

able to provide the committee with a comprehensive response to your
question, since only minimal amounts of these new monies have reached the
State level.

NASADAD has estimated, however, that an additional 220,000

persons in need of treatment for alcohol and/or other drug abuse problems
could benefit from the additional Federal support.

According to the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986, the treatment monies are to
be allocated on a two-part formula : 45 percent based on population and
55 percent based on a need and capacity formula.

The legislation

required that these monies were to be allocated to the States no later
than February 27, 1987. As of today, however, only one-half of the States
have received a quarter of their population-based award.

Also, an

application form for the monies to be allocated according to the need and
capacity formula (which has yet to be finalized) was not sent to the
States until last week.

In my State of Ohio, we plan to distribute the 45 percent of the drug
monies to the alcohol and drug mid-management systems that funds local
services providers, to develop new and expanded treatment services.

We

3
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have earmarked one-half of these funds for indigent youth treatment and
in urban areas 50 percent of this amount is
youth.

de~ignated

fQr minority

Since the schools are anticipated to identify more alcohol and

drug dependent youth due to the distribution of monies from the Drug-Free
Schools and Communities Act of 1986, we thought it imperative that we
develop increased treatment capacity to serve those youth who are
referred by the schools.

The Governor's Council on Recovery Services is

currently developing recommendations for the expenditure of the 55
percent portion of the sUpplemental treatment monies.

The Council is

reviewing recent reports of the Governor's Minority Health Task Force,
the Task Force on Adolescent Pregnancy and the Task Force on Family
Violence to help determine where this money might have the greatest

•

impact on

thos~

in need •

The State AlclOhol and Drug Agencies in Ohio are also administering the
Governor's discretionary funds under the Drug-Free Schools and
Communities Act.

Children of alcohol and drug-dependent parents are

anticipated to have a priority for these dollars given that they are
probably the most at-risk population for alcohol and drug abuse
problems.

To coordinate the effective expenditure of the criminal

justice treatment and education and prevention monies coming into Ohio as
the result of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 the Governor's Council on
Recovery Services is meeting on an on-going basis with all of the related
State agencies, the Governor's office and relevant constituency grc,ups.

Perhaps the most critical implementation problem facing the NASADAD
membership is the fact that the Administration is deliberately
misinterpreting Congressional intent and informing States that they must
4
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spend their FY 1987 emergency treatment monies (which were to be
allocated by February 27, 1987) over a two-year period.

Many States who

had planned to immediately spend these much-needed monies arc greatly
confused and the ability to significantly expand their treatment capacity

is being severely diminished.

If the States are required to spend the

new emergency treatment monies over a two-year period, the impact of the
FY 1987 appropriation for this grant program - $163 miilion - will be
reducl~d

by 50 percent.

The ability of States to expand treatment capacity to meet demand for
services is also severely diminished by the

f~ct

that the Administration

has not recommended any new monies for these treatment grants for FY
1988.

It is readily apparent that there is no longterm committment from

the Administration to provide assistance to our overburdened
publicly-funded treatment programs and that the previous committment
lasted only three months.

States are finding it difficult to secure

widespread approval for the opening of new treatment programs or

•

expansion of existing programs if there is only a short term commitment
by the Federal government to these programs.

States realize that if the

Federal funds are withdrawn , they will have to once again make up for
the Federal abandonment of the individuals in need of treatment
services.

NASADAD

recorr~ends

that the u.S. Congress immediately take steps to

address the major barriers which the States are encountering in their
efforts to effectively expand treatment services.

We suggest that the

Department of Health and Human Services be immediately directed to
refrain from telling States to spend the FY 1987 appropriation for these
5
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programs over a

period.

't'~C)-year

We also suggellt lhat the U.S. Congress

make it immediately clear to the States that the Mem!Utlrs intend to stand
by their. already visible committrnent to drug and alcohol treatment
se;rvices

a_~d

th:9.t new monies for the continuation and growth of these

programs "'ill he forthcoming in FY 1988 and succeeding years.

This year, the U.S. Congress

~ili

consider renewal of the Alcohol, Drug

Abuse and Mental Health Services (ADMS) Block Grant program which
currently serves as the primary source of Federal support for treatment
and preven-tion services.

During authorization of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act

it was noted that

of the emergency, supplemental grant program

renew~l

would also be considered at this time.

NASADAD has developed a position

paper which outlines our recommendations for the renewal of these
important initiatives and have attached a copy of these recommendations
for the Committee's review.

We propose a three year renewal of the ADMS

Block Grant and the emergency, supplemental treatment grants with
authorization levels that represent a twenty percent growth in these
programs per year.

We believe that these recommendations, if adopted,

will signal a longterm cornmittment by the U.S. Congress to a strong
Federal role in drug and alcohol treatment and prevention services.

NASADAD also supports a three-year renewal of the Fp.deral alcohol and
drug research programs:

the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and

Alcoholism (NIAAA) and the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA).
These programs are critical in the establishment of a knowledge base for
the alcohol and drug abuse field.

The States do advocate, however, for a

greater emphasis within the Institutes on applied research in the areas
of prevention and treatment.

The field is in dire need of quality
6
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outcome evaluation studies.

We need to know what types of treatment and

prevention strategies are the most effective for specific populations.
As with the emergency, supplemental treatment monies, the Administration
is proposing that the increase in research monies authorized by the
Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 be spent over a two-year period.
oppose this strategy by the Administration.

We strongly

These monies were

appropriated to be utilized in FY 19B7 not over a two-year period.

The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 also authorized the creation of a new
Office of Substance Abuse Prevention (aSAP) within the Alcohol, Drug
(AD~~HA).

Abuse and Mental Health Administration

NASADAD has been

involved, along with other constituent groups, in the implementation of
this new entity's major initiatives.

We believe that QSAP has been

provided a major opportunity to play a national leadership role in the
prevention of alcohol and drug abuse problems.

As with the emergency,

supplemental treatment grants, however. we are concerned over the
President's lack of a new budget request for this program for FY 1988.
The total budget for aSAP for FY 1987 is $41.5 million, NASADAO
recommends an

~xpansion

of this budget in FY 1988 to $65 million.

•

The

majority of this increase would be used to expand the demonstration
projects for high-risk youth to other youth and adult populations who
would also benefit from the demonstration of effective, prevention,
intervention and treatment initiatives.

We also suggest that the Congress mandate the coordination of the new
education and criminal justice initiatives authorized by P.L. 99-570 with
already existing and planned activities to prevent and treat alcohol and
drug abuse problems at the State and cOlnrnunity level.

For example, the

7
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OSAP will be awarding grants directly to individual programs within the
States.

The formal announcements for the these grants require the

applicant to provide evidence of the State alcohol and drug agp.ncy's
support for the proposed project.

This procedure facilitates cooperation

with the State's ongoing and planned initiatives, results in the exch6nge
of knowledge and reduces duplication of our efforts to provide a
comprehensive array of prevention and treatment services.

NASADAD suggests that a similar coordination provision be mandated in the
application process for the education and criminal justice grants to
States.

We encourage the U.S. Congress to mandate that the State alcohol

and drug agency be provided the opportunity to review and comment on the
grant proposals or to at least be notified of the award of these grants.

•

Resources to prevent and treat these tragic, costly illnesses are
extremely limited and we must assure that a comprehensive approach is
undertaken

not only at the Federal, but also at the State level.

The

State Alcohol and Drug Abuse Directors have over two decades of
experience in the alcohol and drug abuse field and our knowledge and
experiences will certainly be of benefit to those officials who have only
recently become involved in our War Against Alcohol and Drug Abuse.

Before closing, I would like to suggest that NIDA be provided
Congressional support for an immediate expansion of their epidemiological
activities.

During discussions surrounding development of the need and

capacity formula for the supplemental treatment monies, it was readily
apparent that While there exists excellent county level data on the
problems of alcoholism and alcohol abuse, there are no national reporting
systems in place for the collection of county level data on other drug
8
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abuse problems.

The Federal government net,Dl to collect data. such as

the mortality, morbidity and homicide rates resulting from drug abuse and
addiction.

There also needs to be a process for ascertaining the

critical elements to best describe the extent of the drug abuse problem
and to discuss the most appropriate methodology for the collection of
such data. It should be noted that while we advocate for an expansion of
the NIDA epidemiological program, the solution to this problem is not to
place mandatory reporting requirements on the ADMS Block Grant program.
State agencies already participate on a voluntary basis in a national
data collection system on expenditures and clients in the publicly-.f.unded
treatment and prevention system.

The types of epidemiological data that

are needed must be collected from a much broader universe than the
publicly-funded treatment system.

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today.

•

9
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TESTIMONY BEFORE

TBE

SELECT COMKI'rTEE ON NARCOTICS ABUSE AND CONTROL

BY

KARST J. BESTEHAN
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROBLEMS ASSOCIATION

•

•

ON
KARCH 11, 1987
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Dear Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee:

Thank you for l:he opportunity to appear before you and discuss
the implementation of the initiative passed and signed into law last
fall which were designed to combat drug abuse.
of the law

add~essed

The various sections

a wide range of programs to prevent drug abuse.

This mcrning r have been asked to confine my remarks to the
supJ;'.lemental- block grant, the increased support for research and the
implementation of the Office of Substance Abuse Prevention and its
programs.

These programs are all being managed by the Alcohol, Drug

Abuse and Mental Health Administration and its constituent Institutes.

I will begin with the less controversial elements of the program.
The National Institute on Drug Abuse has generated a series of grant
announcements informing the field of the availability of new research
funding and defining subject areas of special interest to that
Institute.

Because of the application review cycle there is no public

awareness of the activity this has generatp.d.

I would assume there

•

has been adequate application since we are almost six months from the
time sure knowledge of funding was available.

Research should have

st""dily sustained funding to take advantage of incremented findings
and new knowledge.

It is unlikely that one grant for three years will

produce a spectacular breakthrough in understanding addiction.
sustain the interest by senior

investigator~

To

and attract the brightest

young investigators it is important for the Congress to make a
continuing commitment to research funding.

•
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The treatment community is eager and insistent that much research
effort be devoted to the aspect of matching patients to effective
treatment.

There is a broadly based desire to have irrefutable proof

of treatment effectiveness to destroy the myth that no one recovers
from addiction.

There is also a sincere desire by the prevention

professionals to have well designed evaluation studies of the various
prevention and intervention strategies.

Anecdotal self reports arE

simply not SUfficient justification in the era of competing demands
for scarce resources.

It is important that NIDA aggressively addLess

these issues and if the scientific community does not supply well
designed research proposals that NIDA initiate request for proposals
and use the contracting mechanisms to obtain this important data.

A second responsibility which NIDA research should address is the
adequacy of the federal data base.

Much of the discussion last summer

as the legislative process was underway questioned the need for more
effort from the federal government.

There were accusations that the

initiative was pre-election hype and not sound policy or wise
legislation.

The questions raised are of concern because that data

base which was so carefully crafted and modified during the 1970's was
largely abandoned during the block grant era.

It is imperative that a

treatment system data base be re-established.

The systems in place at

present all tend toward under-reporting.

The dysfunctional drug

abuser is not reached through the survey of households and high
schools.

These data collection techniques are well within the ability

of our present instruments.

What is needed is a commitment to procure

and manage an information system on clients entering and receiving

•
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treatment.

The implementation of the Office of Substance Abuse Prevention
has been commendable.

It has not yet had anY positive impact on the

communities of the nation.

The aSAP organization was forged on

reorganization, acting leadership at all levelS, a limited mission,
and is severely limited by
the

Depa~tment

dispute.

di~ectives

of Health and Human

on funding from the OMB which
Se~vices

did not successfully

What was a modest federal prevention initiative for fiscal

year 1987 may become an inconsequential effort for fiscal 1987 and
1988.

By demanding that the 1987 appropriations be spread over two

fiscal years OMB diminished the impact and effectiveness of the
office.

The staff has been working diligently to get guidance to the
field.

It has ,nissed deadlines.

timing can be explained.

Much of this process and its delayed

Mu()h of it is due to an inability of the new

and rotating program managers to make a final decision on program
priori ties.

ADAMHA has never had operational responsibility.

The

history of the agency has been that of managing through the
Institutes.

It found

responsibilities.

it~elf

ill prepared to take on operational

Yet wi thin the usual delays of approval for

organizations, personnel and space the establishment of OSAP has
proceeded at a steady pace.

The major grant program of OSAP now has its announcement
Circulating to the field.

This announcement shOUld generate a large

•
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response.

With hard work and high quality proposals the monies may

flow to communities during the summer and early fall of this year.

The program area where there has been the greatest delay and
greatest anxiety has been in distributing the drug services money
which was to be distributed to the states for management.

ADAMHA

distributed the first part of the funds using the block grant formula
very promptly.

The second distribution has been debated, compromised

and is not yet available for use to treat addicts desperately needing
treatment.

Also because the Administration's budget did not indicate

any intent to continue this funding, local programs are reluctant to

•

co~mit

to any sUbstantial expansion of services with the prospect of

teducing services within one Y2ar.

This combination has cast a shadow

over what was originally regarded as the first significant treatment
expansicn in a decade.

Program directors in the community are

reluctant to expand facilities, staff, and services, when there is no
reasonable expectation that these commitments will be sustained.

There is a special concern on my part with the persistent attempt
to devise some methodology which can be equated to "need".

When

Congress passed the law which established the Special Action Office
for Drug Abuse Prevention in 1972, it included a formula grant and the
requirement that one third of the money reflect need rather than
population.

The debates generated by this requirement caused acrimony

and dissention among the states and between the states and the federal
government •

•
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There are many proble(lS with a "need" formula •. First, there is
no common data base in the fifty states.

Second, each sl:ate

approaches the need seeking a financial advantage.

Third, the

proposed solution seeks to achieve harmony and not equity.

The drug abuse problem in our country is sufficiently
distributed, varied, and substantial that no state is without need.
The drug abuse problems are sufficiently costly to the states that
none has a surplus of money to use for treating and preventing drug
abuse.

The major population centers of the country have the larger

concentrations of dysfunctional drug abusers and addiction.
nothing

gain~d

There is

programmatically or strategically to use any other

criteria than population to distribute block grant funds.

Had the

Congress and Administration executed the initiative of 1986 on a
population base only, all treatment funds could be committed to the
community agencies today.

Instead, there are major delays in

•

committing funds due to well intentioned efforts to gain small fiscal
advantages in the name of need.

I would urge the members of this committee and the Congress to
reauthorize this much needed and effective program without any special

conditions of need.

This would remove a major impediment to prompt an

effective implementation of service programs.

I thank the Chairman and the members of the committee for your
kindness in inviting me to testify on behalf of the Alcohol and Drug
Problems Association.

I would be pleased to answer any questions you

wish to ask.

•
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Mr. Chainnan. Members of the SElect Conrnittee on Narcotics Abuse and Control, it
is a pleasure to accept your invitation to provide you Oiith a status report on
our activities reguding implementation of P.L 99-570. the A1cohQl~iid Drug
Abuse Act of 1906.

.
I speak today as Administrator of the Alcohol. Drug Abuse. and Mental Health
Administration (ADAMHA) although I am assisting the President in another
capacity too.

I am sure you will understand as I cOnfine my comments today to

AOAMHA and its cooperati ve efforts with other agenci es.

On October 27. 1986. the President signed into law P.L. 99-570 which provided
AOAMHA with an additional $241.{)OO.000 in program authorization.

THO weeks

•

earlier the Congress in its Continuing Resolution for Fiscal Year 1987 provided
an appropri ation of $252.000,000 for Drug Abuse Initiati ve with two year
obligational authority through September 30, 1988.
funds CIVil!" tllQ ,l'Mrs,

~

In allowing the payout of

blllfllVIl the Congress sought to assure the funds would

be spent efficiently and allow for start up time in the
contract areas.

comp~titive

grant and

These funds will assist in our continuing effort against

•
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a I cohol and drug abuse by enhanci ng on-goi ng efforts in trea tment, prevent ion,
research, and program coordination.

Treatment, Prevention, and Interagency Cooperation

Since the passage of Pub I ic Law 99-570 we have made significant progress toward
implementing the provisions of that law.

o A new Office of Substance Abuse Prevention (aSAP) has been created

•

within our Office of the Administrator.

Organization development of

the office has beeh completed.

Q

We have held a

nati~nal

strategy conference with representatives of"

every major prevention and education group to provide us with expertise
from the entire t1ation in finalizing plans for education and prevention.

o We have begun distribution of additional block grant funding for
emergency substance abuse treatment and rehabil itation.

•
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Congress
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mandated that these funds be awarded based on two criteria.

Forty-five

percent of the funds were to be awarded based on population, 55 percent
based on need.
all States.

The latter formula criteria h.. s been accepted by almost

We have already issued awards to 45 States under the 45

percent formula.

The remainder are in process.

Letters to the

Governors soliciting applications for this additional treatment funding
have been sent out.
for~ula

A decision on the finalization of the 55 percent

is expected shortly.

o OSAP has forwarded a grant announcement to 4,000 groups or individuals
concerning the availability of funds for the new Demonstration Grant for
High Risk Youth program.

This major new program was allocated 520

million by the Congress.

We have io procurement actions utilizing half

of that

mon~'y

•

alreadY underway.

o The newly mandated joint national Clearinghouse for Drug and Alcohol
Information will be formally established in May of this year •. In the
interim, staff and functions of the two former institute clearinghouses

•
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have been combined, their combined mission expanded, and materials
continue to be distributed.

o A plan to coordinate the Anti-Drug Abuse Act efforts of the various
Federal agencies has moved beyond the formative stage.

Monthly meetings

have been held at the Department of Education, and co-chaired by the
Department's Special Assistant to the secretary with aSAP.

In addition

to HHS, the Department of Education, the Department of Justice and
ACTION are regular attendees •

•

a A transfer of $500,000 to aSAP from the Department of Education will
soon be accompl ished based on the recent completion of a memoranda of
understanding regarding distribution of Department of Education
materi al s.

o tUDA has established a new Office of Workplace Initiatives to coordinate
activities both in the public and private sectors to produce a
~rug-free

•

American workforce.

This office is working with the
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Department of Labor and OPM to actively provide technical assistarce to
Federal agencies and the business community.

AOAMHA has developed scientific and technical guidelines for the Federa'
drug test i ng programs whi ch wi 11 serve as a model for the use of this
technology in this country,

We are establishing a laboratory

accred j tat i on program to insure that 1aboratori es in the U. S. prov; di ng
such services are of the highest qual ity technology possible.

We are

developing a new initiative on employee assistance to insure that every
employee who needs help will have access to a high

o

~uality

program.

Research funding of additional intramural programs within ADAMHA under
the amendments is in the final planning stage.

•

Forty new research

projects, three new research centers, as well as new starts in
cooperative agreements, small grants, and enhancements of existing
intramural research efforts are on the schedule.

Establishment of our new Office of Substance Abuse Prevention was a difficult
challenge but by using expediting methods such as temporary details and outside
experts the structure is in place and rnoving into high gear.

During these early

•
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stages we have been fortunate in receiving the assistance of Dr. Reed Bell of
Tallahassee who brings a strong background in substance abuse programs to head
up the office.

DSAP has taken on the responsibility of administering the 520 million fund for
studies of high risk youths.

1.

•

The money Itill be focused on:

Comprehensive prevention, treatment and rehabilitation demonstration
projects -- these will be I nnovati ve community-based projects aimed at
buil dl ng 1i nkages and coordi nat i on among exi st I ng communi ty servi ces.

2.

Targetted primary prevention demonstration projects -- innovati ve
models aimed at one or more. of the high risk groups specified in the
law.

3.

Early identification and intervention of children Invol ved or
experimenting with gateway drugs •

•
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Additionally, aSAP will be looking to develop training materials for school
counselors and

~ay

care providers as well as assisting other community-based

prevention programs.

Cooperation and coordination are the key words in our overall effort to
implement the anti drug abuse iniatitive.

ADAMHA and the Department of

Justice's Office of Juvenile Justice and Prevention have identified four areas
of project cooperation.

1.

We are working together on the following projects:

Three to six applications currently are under review for high risk youth
grants.

2.

•

A joint media effort is already underway for the "Be Smart Don't Start -Just Say Ilo Campaign," aimed at preventing teens and pre-teens from starting
to experiment with alcohol and drugs.

3.

The flatlonal Institute of Mental Health Center for Violence and Anti-Social
Behavior is discussing joint new research efforts with the Office of
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention.

This stems 'from previous NIOII!

•
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Justice research studies investigating the fact that 65 percent of all
violent crimes are drug or alcohol related.

4.

The Department of Justice and IIlDA are jointly funding a specific study of
the

Epidemiology of Drug Abuse io Minority Communities.

In addition ADAMHA and the Office of Juvenile Justice and Prevention will hold a
conference with SO to 75 experts in substance abuse prevention at the Wingspread
Center in Wisconsin in July 1987 •

•

An effective drug abuse prevention program must be developed locally to reflect
the specific needs of various components of the community -- public and private
schools, police, and parents.

The Department of Education is primarily responsible for encouraging
implementation of school-based drug abuse programs that fit within a community
context.

•

We are sharing funds from our research in drug abuse curriculum

80
development.

In collaboration with them. we are determining the nature and

effectiveness of Federal. State. and local drug abuse education and prevention
programs.

The cooperative effort with Department of Education has resulted in the creation
of eight working groups which meet at least once

o~ t\~ice

of avoiding duplication and overlap in providing materIals

a month with the aim
~overing

substance

abuse prevention for school policy, curriculUl;1 development, regional workshops
1nd teaching training.

A Department of Education letter distributed nationally now includes pertinent
scientific facts for teachers and parents provided by AOAMHA's substance abuse
experts.

There is another group in AOAHHA specifically focused on evaluation

and research to determi ne what programs work and what programs don't work in the
schools.

•
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ihe National Institute on Alcohol and Alcohol Abuse received $3 million from the
initiative which they plan to utilize in studies on the epidemiology of alcohol
use.

The Institute is attefllilting to develop an objective marker on alcohol

intake.
alcohol

Thi s waul d
abu~~

~'eat 1y

increase a physi ci ans abil ity to determine whether

may be complicating other patient problems.

The llati ona 1 Institute on Drug Abuse received $27 mill; on from the Drug Abuse

•

initiative.
research

These monies will fund 40

c~nter5,

as well as new

~tarts

ne~1

research project grants and 3 new

in cooperative agreements, small grants

and contracts, and enhancements of e)(i sti ng i ntl"amural research efforts.

The NIDA effort is focused on a study of practical areas such as the efficacy of
current drug treatment programs.

Little is presently known on the lo.ng term

effectiveness of treatment programs for abuse of cocaine (or crack), PCP. or
designer drugs.

111M is also planning to revie\'{ the potential of sustained delivery systems in
drug treatment such as imp, ants and slovi release medications.

•

NlDA will also
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undertake genetic code studies to determine if gc' 's contain a key to identify
potenti al drug abusers.

Secause of the

rlsjn~

concern based on the PAWN system reports, fHDA has moved

swiftly to detennine the relationship of cocaine to heart attacks.

They have

already issued contracts initiating new research into this vital area.
Our intramural studies in NIDA have demonstrated how cocaine works in the brain.
Cocaine or crack causes a process in the brain known as "kindling" which can set
the stage for a potentially fatal seizure -- even when the victim has used less
than a regular dosage.

This effect enlightens us on the horrifying risks for

cocaine users.

•

NIDA grantees, too, are making progress in the effort to treat PCP victims.
They have developed a method to stimulate antibodies to promote more efficient
secretion of PCP from the body.

If effective at higher levels with humans this

could, potentially, save many users fran death through overdose.

I have

tOIJ~hed,

I bel i eve, on most all of the major acti viti es funded by the

1986 dnti-drug initiatives.

Thank you Hr. Chairman, I would be happy to ans'ler

your questions.

•

•
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ST~~EHENT
13r;~OP.E

OF THE HONORABLE JOSEPH J. DIOGUARDI
THE SELECT COMMITTEE C·;~· NARCOTICS
ABUSE AND CONTROL

Mr. Chairman, again I would like to cow~end you and Mr.
Gilman for holding these investigative hearings on where we stand
with the Federal assistance Congress provided last october on an
emergency basis. I believe we are all .in agrllement that it is
vital that the funds we slated for a front line defense on the
war on drugs get to the streets as soon as possible and I hope
these hearings will help'accelerate that process.
.
The area of drug treatment and rehabilitation is one that
has been of great importance to me for some time. It was through
my work as a Board Member of the Phoenix House that my eyes were
opened to the terrible personal tragedies that are caused by drug
abuse. I cannot stress enough the absolutely critical need to
get each and every dollar slated by Congress for drug programs to
the areas of our country that are in great need.

•

I have joined with Senators D'Amato and Moynihan, in writing
to Dr. Macdonald expressing displeasure with the proposed fo~~ula
for distribution of the state grants for rehabilitation and
treatment. Great care was taken in the late hours of the
Conference of the Drug Bill to ensure that every state was
adequately recognized with this form of funding. However,
certain states with desperate needs were further recognized and
targeted to receive a larger portion of these funds. New York
State is one of those states with desperate need at this time.
Treatment centers are full to overflowing and waiting lists are
months and, in instances, years long.
I come here tcday to ask Dr. Macdonald the same question I
asked over a month ago, why is New York state not recognized with
a larger portion of the needs based segment of the treatment and
rehabilitation grants, as was the intent of the Congress
expressed in the Anti-Drug ~use Act, and why is New York State
being penalized for the exemplary effort it has undertaken in it
own rignt in this area?
I appreciate the challenge that confronts this administration in the distribution of this awesome amount of funding.
However, I have been frustrated time and again by the inadequate
job that is being done to get the funds to where they are
desperately needed •

.,

•
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SUBMISSIONS FOR THE RECORD
EM3m\CY &8STPN:E P8IiE rn:AWENf #lJ
FtCT

R:l-\C81L1TATIO"J

fLCO< CFJlNT

~

9ffT

PLBLIC lAW 99-570, "JWTI-DruG PaUSE PcT CF 1986", AM:NJS TIlLE XIX OF iHE
\\sLlC I1:ALTH SERVICE Per BY moINe PMT C--EM:RGEOCY SlSSTANCE PaUSE TREAil>'ENT
NCJ REH.<l81L1TATION-w-lICH IOCREASES THE PMT 8 PI:MS BLOCK
ALL01M:NT /lHJ
CREATES A NEW S\.BSTIW::E MUSE BLOCK GRMlT W"IICH MHORIZES ill'! ALLOn.£NT TO
STATES PARTLY BY PCPULATION AN) PARTLY BY NEED.

awrr

Tf£ RELEVMT PCRTiONS Cf' PLeLiC
TITLE XIX CF A-lS Per) ARE:

1.

lAw 99-573

(IOCLUDING A SECTION CITATION TO

Al.Jn.rnIZATION (SECTION 1921(A)):

Do , AS

AcPROPR IAT I00
(MILLION)

INCREASE EXISTING PIl.RT 8, tQ;'S

a= THE A'lWNT
,opPRJPRIATED FCR PART C

BLOCK G!wlT BY 6%

SlBS1'IW::E PaUSE TREAWENT

&l-!ANcEMENT:

,$

13.85
162.85

45 PERCENT ($73,285A~) BY POPULATION
55 PERCF..NT ($89,573,000) BY !tED RELATED
CRITERIA

2.

(H-IS

DETERMINED)

••

SUBSTAtn= fla!ISE TBEAThfNT EttfANCEl£NT (SECTION 1921<B)):
THIS SECTIa-l CREATES A SUBSTANCE ,LIBUSE TREAWENT ANJ REH,LIBILITATION BLOCK
GR/lNT. FCRTY-FIVE PERCENT Cf' THE AYOUNTS APPROPRIATED FCR THE PROGRAM ARE
TO GO TO THE STATES BASED ON FOPULATIa-l, f\b STATE WILL RECEIVE LESS THA'l

$50-e'0"J.

FIFTY-FIVE PERCENT Cf' THE AYOUNT ,opPROPRIATED IS TO GO TO THE STATES BASED
ON NEED. NEED IS TO BE DETERMINED BY THE SECRETARY AFTER Ca-lSIDERING:
DEI-'MIJ (SECTION 192HBl(3)(A»; CAPACITY (SECTION 1921(B)(3)(8»; AN)
PaILITY (SECTION 1921{BH3)(c». A FORMJI..A TO ALLOCATE WILL BE DEVELOPED
UTILIZING NEED RELATED CRITERIA PERTAINING TO ALcctO... AN) DRLG ,LIBUSE WITHIN
EACH STATE.
3,

PERTINENT PROVISI.QllS. (SECTION 1921(c)(4»:
THE PROVISIa-lS Cf' TITLE XIX, PART B, tQ;'S BLOCK GmlT tn·HCH ARE f'OT
IOCONSISTENT WITH PART C SH.OJ...L ,opPLY.
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4. Apel ICATIONS (SECT1CtJ 1921(0»:
To (BTAIN #l PUOTl.£NT, EACH STATE SHALL SLEMIT #l APPLICATION IIHICH
I~LlOES

(Al

SUcH INF~TlON AS THE SECRETMY !-'AY PRESCRIBE, INCLUDING INFOR!-'ATiON r£CESSARY TO DETERMINE DE/oWD, CAPACITY /lJ'D ,toBILlTY, M-CJ

(B)

A DESCRIPTION CF THE WINNER IN IIHICH 11-!E PRCGRA'-1S

(C)

A DESCRIPTION CF !-OW THE STP,TE WILL ASSURE CONSLLTATION WITH LOCAL

M-CJ ACTIVITIES
IIHICH WILL BE CONJUCTED WITH f'AYM:NTS IIHICH WILL BE RECEIVE(' UNJER
THIS BLOCK GRANT WILL BE CClCHIIAATED WI'TH OTI£R PLBLIC M-CJ PRIVATE
PRCGRA'-IS M-CJ Al:TI VITIES 0 IRECTED TOiIARD INJ IVIDUPLS \<Hl ,toBUSE ilLCCl-iOL
/lJ'D DRUGS, M-CJ

GOVEJW.ENTS /lJ'D PLBLIC ANJ PRIVATE ENTITIES, INCLLOING CO>MJNITY
BASED ORG#lIZATIONS, INVOLVED IN "iHE PROVISION CF SERVICES FOR THE
TREATl.£NT 100 REH,toBILlTATI'.lN CF ilLCCHl.. ABUSE ANJ DRlXi ABUSE, IN 11-!E
PREPARATION CF PU APPLlCI.TION STATEI>ENTS, ANJ

..

•

lliE Fa..LOiIING:

(D)

A DESCRIPTION CF THE r'W'-IreR IN IIHICH THE STATE WILL EVilL~TE PRCGRA'-IS
ANJ ACTIVITIES CONJUCTED WITH PAYM:NTS RECEIVED UNJER THIS BlOCK
GR#lT, ANJ ASSURPNCES THAT THEY WILL REPORT PER I00 ICilLLY TO THE
SECRETMY ON THE RESULTS CF SUCH EVALUATIONS, At{)

(E)

AsSURANCES THAT PA'fl..ENTS I>WJE TO THE STATE UNDER THIS BLOCK GRANT
WILL SUPPLFJJENT M-CJ !'OT SUPPL#lT #lY STATE OR LOCAL EXPENDI1URES FOR
THE TREATl.£NT ANJ REHllBlLITATICtJ OF ALCCHl.. ABUSE /l.NO DRUG ABUSE THAT
\\QJLO HIIVE BEEN WIDE IN THE ,toBSENCE CF SUCH PA'tM:NTS, M-CJ

(F)

AsSURANCES THAT THE STATE WILL CCM'LY WITH ALL PROVISIONS OF PART B
OF TITLE XIX CF THE PLSLlC HEALTH SERVICE AcT NOT INCONSISTENT WITH
PMT C AS THESE PROVISlOOS APPLY TO ALLOTt>£NTS l-'ADE UNDER SECTION
1921.

IN IlODITION, EACH STATE SHIILL PROVIDE THE IDENTITY OF 11-!E STATE ENTITY TO
RECEIVE THE E/.ERGENCY SLSSTANCE Jl8USE TREATl.£NT AID REHIlBILITATION BLOCK

GiwlT.

To RECEIVE 'THE 55% PORTION OF THE PMT C BLOCK GRANT THAT 'SHIILL BE ALLOTTED BY THE SECRETARY TO STATES ON THE BAS IS OF THE NEED OF EACH STATE,"
EAl:H STATE WILL HAVE TO PROVIDE CERTAIN INF~TION. THE REGlJEST FOR
APPLICATION, IIHICH IDENTIFIES THE NECESSARY INFORI-'ATlON, WILL BE SENT TO
STATES IIHEN DEVELOPED. STATES WILL BE GiVEN IlOEGlJATE Tlr..€. TO PREPARE THE IR
APPLICATION.

5. PrnINlsTRATlye COSTS (SECTION 1921<F»:
I'bT M:JRE THAN ThO PERCENT CF THE A'oO.JNT PAID TO EACH OF THE RECIPIENTS
UNDER PART C!-'AY BE USED FOR ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS •
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6.

USE CE FUel)5 (SECTION 1921 (E»:

TI-£ .e/OJNTS PAID TO A STATE IJN)ER n'IIS BLOO<. GRANT W>.Y BE USED FOR ilLCCHJl
feUSE TREATIvENT /JKJ REHABILITATION PROORA'oIS A'IJ ACTIVITIES INCLUDING:
(A)

PcrIVITIES TO INCREASE AVAILABILITY Am <lITREACH a= PROGRA'oIS PROViDED
BY WI..m TREAWENT CENTERS /JKJ REGIOtW.. BRANCHES a= SlOI CENTERS
IIHICH PROVIDE SERVICES IN A STATE TO RE"ACH lHE GRE"ATEST r-t.M3ER a=
PECPLE; AND

(8)

.AcTIVITIES TO EXPAND 1liE CAPIICITY OF ALCCHl.. feUSE /lH1 DRUG TRE"AlM:.NT
AND REHABILITATION PROORA'>1S AND FIICILITIES TO PROVIDE SERVICES FOR
ALC<Hll teUSERS AND ORUG feUSERS W1J HAVE BEEN REFUSED TREAWENT DUE
TO LAO< a= FIICILITIES; AND
PcrIVITIES TO PROVIDE TO IICCESS TO VOCATIONAL lRAINING, ..m COUNSELING, AND EDUCATION EGlJIVALENCY PROORA'>1S TO ALC(Hl. teUSERS AND DRUG
feUSERS TO ENteLE THEM TO BECCIoE PRODUCT I VE f.£M3ERS a= SOC IETY •

(C)

..

7. TRAiNING AW TECHNiCAl AsSISTANCE (SECTION 1921<G)~:
THE; SECRETARY Wl.Y PROVlDE TRAINING AND TECHNICAL ASS1STJ!J'lCE TO RECIPIENTS
IN Iif....oNNING MD CPERATING IICTiVITIES TO BE CORRIED <lIT UNDER SECTION 1921.

8.

DATA

Co I ECTION (SECTION 192HH»:'

THE SECRETARY W>.Y CooUCT DATA COLLECTION PCTIVITIES TO CORRY aJT SECTION
1921.
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The Office for Substanca Abu_.

Pr.~ntioc

a The Aa&1~ ~ Act at 1986, P.L. 99-570, craacad tha new Ottici for
SllbcC_ ...... 'nnDcion ("aSAP") And pro'11.ded I dlt.Hed outUne
of tbs ~'111e11' of thia new officI vhlch i8 chargld vtth
eoaaol1~. coordinatin" and .upportla, thl AI'n~1"' on-,oing drul
abu •• and alcohol abu •• direct .pr• .,..1II:10n pro.raa actiyiei •• u v..ll at
1aplaMnU"1 new pNv.iiilon inid.ely.. ln th.... ar ....
o Th. efforea includ. materl.ls da.,.lopmant .nd dl.a~natl0n (lncludlng
audlcvl.uala); technic.l a•• l.Canc.; tra1a1a,l d.t. coll.ction;
.v.lu.C1onrd ..... loplMnc of lIJO<I.l coaanity prolr&lll; and dGII<IDlItr.tion&
~t etfece!Y. pr..... nelon pro.raNain, tor h1lh-rl.k youch. The •• aftorcs
.. 111 be iapl•• ncad 80 •• to &1nll111~. dupl1cRCion acro •• aline!.. and
daparcmene. and ... iee other dep.rements and a,enclos ln th.lr prol~ame.
'1

a Aftn rIY1 ...1a, the .cOlee at thl at": ineorn.lly and holding" national
conferlnce co ,.in a cl.ar undarseandinl of the N.tion"s n•• da, tha aSAP
h•• salace.d taa major target progra. .r••• to addr.aa the l.st.l.el....
mandata .. chos. so.e likely to produce the beneficial raGulto incend.d.
The.a ara a' tallow.:
I. Daecn.tration Ptojeces tor H1Sh Rilk Youth which include Ir.aCs to
public and nonproflt privata .neLtie. for projeces to d'~Qlcr.t.
atf.ctiva &Odals for prav.ntlon. tr •• tment, and reh.bilieation of drusabu.a and alcohol abuse amons high risk yauch, lncludlnl, •• 1.,
chlldull of sub. tance abusars, chlldree at ri,l, of abu.a/n.slace ADd
children who do not attend or ara at ~ilk of dropplng out of Ichool.
Z. A School tnltiatlvc vhlch lncluda. efforts to davelop and
dissamin.ta dru, and al~ohol preveneion m.cerial to p.rents and Ichool
parsonnel through such meAns aa technic.l 41sistanca, In-•• rvice
traininl packalos, and ~udio-yilu.l davelopment aide. Ettores vl11 b.
coo~diQ&ted wlth the Oftice of Education.
3. Special Populatlon Activities to support skill building
workshops and conferencu for sp.cial ~cpulation group. and tha
of State-of-the-art ~t.rial. and technulogy.

d.v.lop~Qnt

P&rancs and Comaunity Organiz.tlons programs ~o support
of parant ttiinlng focuains on parent suppore groups. and
national, rellonal, a~d local vork.hopa t~ enhance parene organizatlon
c.pabl11~1 .. ~nd .ff.ctiv••••••
~.

d~veloPmGnt

5. A aealcb and Legal Prof.,.lonals/Youth Initiativa which w111
support c~at.rence~ ~nd a youth lnltiative through work.hops, training
and nstwork1ng.
6. An Alcohol and Drug ~bul. ClearinBnou.e which will, .a mandaced ln
the lav, dev.lop, colleCt. and di ••• ~n4t. publicatlons, educational
cirritul., and ocher ~c~rlals on drul and alcohol abuse
pray,ntion/intervention •

•

90
7. A M.dia Acc1vit1., progr.s ~h1ch ~ill dIve lop nev and IXpend
ex1sein, HIOA/NlAAA ce.p.i~ .. ~ll &I review and rapaekage privata
leceor ~eiina.

S. .. I'IliIIicat1ona progr•• co provide
of puWUUona.

~r1t1ng,

Iditing, 5nd printing

9. An &valu.cion·.~ Pl.nniRi .tt~rt to dovelop and svzluate
tnstrwoaoncs/prococola and u'''' eU,ctivln... ot dMlIOnstracion grant.'
tor high risk youths.
10. ott.ic. ot. the !lir.ctor activities ~k1ch ~Ul support White Rousa
and oehlr ra,10nal conterlnce. a1~ad ae Incour.siRS corporate,
foundation, .nd other pr1vat. sletor groupe •

.

•

•
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SumMAry ot OSAP Funding
D.lIQn.e~.eion

Grant' ..

hi !hgl> Rhlt-Youttl ....... $20,000,000

.

Direct Prev.ntion
Ac:c1vicil •••••••••••••

II • •

Tranlt.r of Prav.ntion
Fundi fros Iestitut.s ••••

21,580,000
4,489,000 11

Drug Abu •• Demonstration
Grant. (Eros ConEerance
Aceion ••••••••••••• " ......

6,500,000

tocal .............. .

52,569,000

Minus ~orkplace and
Epidemiology initiative ••
8alance, aSAP......
11

•

•

(4,000,000)
$48,569,000

Includes 1) $4,444,000 transferred Erom eh. NIDA
and ~IAAA direct operation. account, and, 2)
a comparable increase of $45,000 fvr th~ ~orking
Capital Fund •

92

Druc Abu ••

tnitiativ. -- Rt.4.rch tncr •••••

o The CClCldllldllilluolutioa ade/ed $30 ..U11oa to anhanca both the NtDA Ind
tr'LAAA r.....a .Uoru -- $27 It tot NtDA Ind $3 II tor !fIAM.
o Thi. {ocr.... wiil tllnd' epproxiHtdy -40 a.... tu.ar~h pr.:ljact 8rloc. and
3 nkW canters. 18 w.ll " ocher nIV Icart. io coop'~ICiv•• 'r ....nt ••
ItS!.'". swl guoc.. .nc! ~ontrect~, and provide anhenc ... nta to the Ntll"
1ocrll101ra1 ra ..erell pro,ra ...

o W1tllio NIDA, r •••• rch elfores und.r the 1nitlatlva ere focu •• d on
dlv,lopins lIore ,tfeceive .. thode of prlv,ntinl .~d traat1ng druS Ibu ••
with c~h •• 1. on thoaa ar ••, which ofter tha proai •• of provid1na
practical re.ults in the naar futura. Th ••• era .. tnclud.:
- P.ucnch on dac .. r1I.ining duo .iHcIICY of current droS .bu ..
tre.tlllnt progr~.... Although res •• rch h.. damon.cracsd the
effect1van ••• Qf tr •• tlllne progr.... tor narcoti~' u.er" 11ttl. t.
pruantly know about thD .fhctlven... of D!IIV ttl.C .. llt techniqu ••
lor eh. treatmene at cocaine usars, PCP u•• r., a. wall .a u•• r. of the
so~callad "designer drog.".
liar do wa know ehe .thcc1van... of th...
progra.. for th. truCII_nc of adolescance, wo.. n. or ocher "nontradieional" druS users. This expandad research .,111 provLd. St.t.
and local offici~ls needed inforMation co bacter and 1I0re co.teffectLvely lIeet ehe ereatmene need. of all who requLre tha ••
se:rvicc ••

-- Expanded efforts to develop new, 1I0ra effaceiva drug abu ••
treaemene programs. Recent advances, such as ehe development of
suseaLned relea •• delivery systema for cr.&t~ent drugs, have gr •• tly
lncreaSid che po •• 1bl1ity of makLng .ignificant improve_nc. in ch.
efleet1vlne •• of drug abu •• erc.emanc programa. The av.iliab11ity of
tnes. sustained r.l •••• delivery .yat.me ha. tha poeential for
lmproving patient cOOlplianc. in treatmene regimens as wdl as lowaring
the overall coat ol treatmant by 1ncre&slng the number of paeients any
one treatment p~og~am could treat.

•

-- Expanded eUort. to ldenc1fy thou 1ndividual! 'Ilon ~~ ,,'1.k of drug
ab~se.
Desplte eha high l~v.l of drug use in our sociec~, .~ also
know chat IIIOSC people do noc u.. drugs. and that aven alllong thOle who
try droll, rel.cively few go on co compUlsive use. Theca is a beli.t
thec genetic f.c~or •• as with alcoholis .. , may also playa role 11' tha
diapol1t1ol1 "f SOIll 1r:dlvLduah to drug abun. Recent advances ,ln eh.
baSic biolollcal .ci~nces such ao the 1d.neification of many of tn.
genes whLch coce for endogenous opiate p.pt1d~ and chair recapcors
have greatly enhanced resurch effores 11' thiS area.
o

NIAAA, tha increased funding will allow new initiatives in the
areas ol prevenLion resurch. Effores l'~clude the following:

~1thin

Research on the determinant. of alcohol consumption. AlthouSh the
patterns of alcohollc drinking is known. whac muse Iurther be explored

•
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i. prllchlily vhen alcoholics drink, how cheir incalc, rdaces co food
aad ~at.r incake, a8 ~ell as several oChar factors, With both
oucr1tioaal and Indoer1nll data, thl poa.lbility ot ~.n!ngtul dtetary
and pb&l"llllCOlo81cal iatnvllatlon 1:1 alcoholislI can btl coaaider.d.
!~ ' .... rch

on thl dave!0pMnc of aa objactive !Mrker for
alcobol iatake. !his is onll of che ~.c uri.nt r •••• rch goal, 10
all of al~holis~r.s.arch. ~~. n•• d for an objactive ~rk.r 1!
"eealy felt !.n" c'reUIMnt _outeo ... evaluation, in tha apidel1loloey
ot alcohol usa, in the evaluation cf the po.abile .ff.c; of
lIoderata driakioi an che fetus, and Ln che clinical daelsion when
aleo~ol ~y be, but do •• not have co be, tha source of a patienc",
SYlIPCOIU •

•

..,

•
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March 10, 1987
Select Committee on Narcotics Abuse and Control

Background Information on
Treatment and Prevention Initiatives
in the
Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986
FUnding
Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health Administration
(Budget Authority, $ in Millions)
1987
Drug Initiative

1988
Request

Treatment, Grants to States
(ADMS Block Grant

(495.0)

(495.0)

Add-on to ADMS Block

14.0

-0-

New Treatment Block

163.0

-0-

Office of Substance Abuse
Prevention

22.0

-0-

Demonstration Projects for
High-Risk Youth

20.0

-0-

Drug Abuse Research

27.0

-0-

Alcohol Abuse Research
Program Management

o

-0-

3.0

-0-

(Transfer to the VA)

(10.0)

Total

252.0

,

•

.<-0-)

-0-

The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 and the omnibus drug supplemental
appropriation provided $262 million to the DepaI:tment of Health and
Human Services for expanded drug abuse treatment and prevention
(including research) initiatives. Of this amount $10 million was
earmarked for transfer to the Veterans Administration to support
services for drug and alcohol dependent veterans. The remainder is
for programs administered by the Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental
Health Administration (AOAMHA).

•
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To assure that funding provided in last year's bill would not
lapse, Congress made the appropriations available for two fiscal
years. While there is little legislative history on this point, the
concern was that some of the funds provided, such as the amounts for
the new demonstration grants, might not be fully obligated by the end
of FY 1987.
J

The Administration has not sought any new funds for 1988 to continue the expanded treatment and prevention initiatives autho~ized in
the Anti-Drug Abuse Act. Rather, citing the two-year appropriations
language, the Administration has decided to stretch out over a twoyear period the new funding provided last year. The effect of this
policy is to cut in half the potential level of treatment services
and other activities that can be supported.
Treatment

•

From 1980 to 1986, Federal support for drug abuse services
declined by approximately 40 per cent. This decline, coupled with
rising drug abuse and increased demand for treatment services, has
created enormous strains on the public treatment system Qperated by
states. Long waiting lists for treatment have become common in many
areas •
Since 1981, the primary mechanism for Federa~ support to State
drug abuse service efforts has been the Alcohol, D~Jg Abuse and
Mental Health Services (ADMS) Block Grant (Part B). This block grant
combined former categorical programs for these three disabilities.
In the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986, Congress added a $14 million
increment to the ADMS Block Grant for 1987. In addition, Congress
authorized a new emergency substance abuse treatment and rehabilitation block grant (Part C) to expand drug and alcohol abuse services
by the States.
According to the law, 45 percent of the new Part C Block Grant is
to be allocated to the States on the basis of population. Fifty-five
(55) percent is to be allotted to the States on the basis of need.
For fiscal year 1987, S162,855,000 is available for the total program. This amounts to 073,285,000 for the population portion,
although no state will receive less than $50,000, and $89,570,000 for
the needs-based portion.
The law requires that allotments and payments for the 45 percent
population-based share of the grant be made at the same time as the
allotments and payments for the existing Part B ADMS Block Grant
program. As of March 2, 1987, all but five States had applied for
the funds available under the population-based portion of the new
grant (45 percent). The five states are: Alaska, California, North
Dakota, Wyoming, and the District of Columbia. This means that these
jurisdictions have also not received their ADMS Part B Block Grant
funds for 1987 •

•
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Funds for the 55 percent component have not as yet been distributed. This is because the criteria for the determination of state
need are still being developed by the Secretary of Health and Human
Services.
The original formula proposed by the Secretary in late January
considered state population (between 14 and 44 yesrs of age), the
number of treatment admissions to publicly funded alcohol and drug
treatment programs, the total level of State funding for such programs, and state per-capita income. Several States criticized the
factors selected to determine need and the way in which these factors
were used in the formula. For example, under the original proposal
States with high per-capita inconte and a high level of State funding
for treatment were viewed as having less need. Some States felt this
penalized them for having contributed substantial amounts of their
own resources to meet their substance abuse needs.

(

The secretary's decision on a revised needs formula is expected
imminently, after which States may apply for their allocation.
The Administration's decision nO'1: to request any additional
funding or reauthorization of the new block grant will substantially
limit States' abilit~es to expand their treatment services. At the
same time, the Administration's request for the ADMS block grant is
frozen at the 1987 level of $495 million.
As a result of these decisions, the amount of funds available cO
the States for drug abuse, alcohol abuse and mental health services
in each of 1987 and 1988 will be less than the total available for
these three disorders in 1980.

•

With the level of funding for the new treatment block grant cut
in half and the program's reauthorization in doubt, many States are
having serious problems planning how best to use the funds.
A separate fact sheet on the new treatment block grant is
attached.
Office for Substance Abuse Prevention (aSAP)
Establishment. The new Office for Substance Abuse Prevention
created by the Act is intended to provide higher visibility and
funding to Federal drug and alcohOl abuse prevention efforts. The
activi·ties of the Office inelude: sponsoring regional prevention
workshops; coordinating research findings; developing and disseminating effective prevention materials; supporting clinieal training;
creating radio and TV public service announcements on drug abuse
prevention; supporting the development of model community-based
prevention programs; and conducting training, technical assistance,
data collection and evaluation.
A separate fact sheet and organization chart for OSAP is
attached.

•

...
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,

Clearinghouse. OSAP will administer the new clearinghouse for
drug and alcohol abuse information mandated by the Anti-Drug Abuse
Act. This new clearinghouse combines and expands the separate drug
and alcohol clearinghouses previously maintained by NIDA and NIAAA,
respectively. The new clearinghouse will disseminate information on
the health effects of alcohol and drugs, information on successful
alcohol and drug abuse prevention curricula, and information on
effective and ineffective school-based prevention programs. The
Department of Education will provide materials for distribution by
the clearinghouse and also defray part of the costs of the clearinghouse.
Demonstration Grants. The Act earmarks $20 million for a new
program of grants to demonstrate effective models for prevention,
treatment and rehabilitation of drug and alcohol and drug abuse among
high risk youth. OSAP will administer this program.
As a result of the Administration's decision not to seek
additional funding for this program, only one-half of the amount appropriated can be used to fund new projects, with the remainder to be
used for second year project costs.

•

An announcement for the high-risk youth demonstration grant program was sent out in February 1987. Applications are due in by May.
They will bs reviewed in June and July with project awards made in
Septembc.r.
Drug Abuse Research Initiative
The Anti-Drug Abuse Act provided $l7 million in new funding to
expand drug abuse research by NIDA (the National Institute on Drug
Abuse). Since no money was provided to manage these additional
research projects, NIDA has shifted $1 million to its direct operations line, leaving $26 million for new projects.
As with the demonstraticn grants, NIDA may only use $13 million
for new projects in 1987 with the remaining $13 million to be used to
fund second year project costs. This l.l.mitation means that NIDA Hill
only be able to fund 34 new grants out of last year's drug bill.
Absent this restriction, NIDA could fund substantially more new
grants of the same high quality characteristic of NIDA's research
program.
NIDA has released 16 new research grant announcements.
will be made in August/September 1987.

Awards

A separate fact sheet on NIDA's research initiatives is attached.
Key areas for investigation identified by the Select Committee's
hearings are the development of effective treatment and prevention
approaches. Drug abuse professionals in the field express a great
need to know what types of approaches work best for what types of
clients. Information on effective cocaine treatment modalities is
especially needed given. the rise in cocaine abuse.
Expanded data collection efforts on clients in treatment and
program capacity is also needed. One of the problems in selecting
appropriate criteria to measure need fo:;: the needs-based portion of
the new treatment block grant has been the lack of a solid drug abuse
data base •

•
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LEGISLATIVE RENEWAL OF THE FEDERAL APMS BLOCK AND

SUPP~EMENTA~

TREATMENT GRANTS

!OR DRUG AND ALCOHOl:. SERVICES:
TIlE NASADAD POS!TION !OR TIlE lOOth CONGRESS
GOAL: '1'0 secure an extended l:anal(al of the l\DMS Block Gl:ant program and
a corusolidation o'l the supplemental treatment gr:ants authorized by P.~. 99-570
into the Bl~ Grant authority. The autho!:ities for the APMS Block Gl:ant
(Pat"t B, r.il:1e XIX of PHS Act) and thl: supplemant:al treatment gl:ants (Part
C, Title XIX of PHS Act) expire at the end of the currant fiscal year. These
pl:ogr~ are the pt'itnary SQurce of Fedaral support for publicly-funded drug
and alcohol treatment ard pl:avantion services.
~Cl!IS:

1.

Thr......yttar Ranewal of! the Progl:am - FY 1988 though FY 1990

Since it.5 initilll 4Uthodzation in 1981, the ADMS Block Grant pl:ogl:aJD
has bun authodzed in three yeor incr~ts. NASADAD rttCO!l!ll8llds an adcU.tionlll thrH year rarullval for this pcogr!UD. Any shorter pariod
of time \>1OUld ses:iOllsly interfere ..,ith the stability of the progl:aIII
and coul!! poteneially disl:1lPt the State p1anninq pl:CCUIS if majoc changus
in the pt~l:am WKe enacted on an annual baSia. A reneval. pGriod longer
than thr'18 yelLl:s could potentially be disadvantagaous if chIlnges were
made in t:he authorizing IB9islation which had a StR'ious negative illlpact
on tho Statu.
2.

Renew and Consolidation of the EmeEiency Supplemental Treatment
Grants lon,to the AlCOhOl
Drug Porton of the APMS Block Grant Authodty

ana

Tho legblativQ authodty £oc tha ISupplemant:al Treattnent Grant progl:am
authorizlld by the Congl:US in P.L. 99-570, "1l1e Ant;i.-Drug Abuse Act
of 1986," should be corusolidatad into the alcohol and drug portion of

•

th!! overall' ADHS Block Grant statute. 1l1is consolidation would reflect
the nftd, for this pl:09l:lllII to be an integl:al ~ent of Fed.ral slJtlPOrt
foc dr~1 and IIlc:ohol treatment ser~icu and :si.q:lify gcants management
activities at Faderlll' State and community levels.

Since the supplllll*ltlll
pcovisions of the AIlMS
pl:evlmtion, etc. thue
in the ovecall statute
supp18lDlll\tal treatllltlnt
J.

treattnant grants are not bOund by the many aet-aside
Block acant authodty, i.e. se.:vice:s £oc I(anon,
8hould be tloIO separate sectiona and authocities
- one foc the AllI'IS Block Gl:ant and one foc the
gcan~.

Authodzation Levels Should PeCtnit (At A Minimum) A 20 Psrcent
In 'Xha Progl:am*

GI:~

FY 1988 - S !lO6 million

FY 1989 - S 96B million
FY 1990 - Sl,16l million
*(Fund1ng Fo!: the SuppltllllellW Alcohol and Drug Treattnent Gl:ant progcam

is factored into the authodzation request.)

..
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4.

Maintenance of the current Structure of the AOMS Block Grant With its
Three Components - Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health
m..sADAD recomnends the continuation of the current structure of the

AOMS Block Grant with its three components - alcohol, drugs and mental
health. At first glance, it may seem appropriate to administratively
separate the alcohol and drug components of the Block Grant from the
mental health componant. However, aince authorization of the ADMS Block
Grant in 19B1, systems of allocation and coordination have been developed
at the State and local levels among the three disabilities that would
be disrupted by a division of the components with little or no benefit
accruing from the change. In addition, there exists the potential to
foster an increasing awareness at the State and COIIIIIUlIity level of the
needs of the dually-diagncsed: those individuals who are alcoholic and/or
addicted to other drugs and who are also maritally ill.
currently the intrastate division of the alcohol and drug &luBe portion
of the AIl/'.S Block Grant frCXll the mental health portion is based en the
historical award of categodcal grants to the state. State and cOCllll.lllity
support is allocated with a recognition of tho level of Fsdaral support
in certain areaa. If the AOMS Block grant wue to be divided into two
new Block Grant programs and the Fedsral monies for theae disabilities
were reallocated to the States without a recognition of the hiatorical-award of grant:!, a disruption in services· would occur in approximately
ons-half of the States unless additional funding was providad to soften
the ~ct of this change.
(The Stat. of Texas does not concur with this rflCOlllDllf1dation.)

1

••

5.

AllOl"..ation Formula - No Consensus or Ra<:amlendation
The issue of allocation formulas is one on which a national organization
that represents the Stat&.!! is typically unable to develop a consensus
position. This reality is one which is applicable to not only the allocation
formula for the AOMS Block Grant but also the supplemental treatment
grants. What b clear, however, is that the is:sua of allocation formulas
will be brought before the Congres.s during the renewal process.
Men recently, the issue of the appcopriat_sa of the dual allocation
formula for the supplam&ntal treatment grants has been discussed by

MelIb!rs of Congrasa. This is an issu. which divides many men'bers of
our national association and ona on which we are UI:able to reach a consensus.
6.

Set-Aside in the ADm Block Grant - No Consensus
As with the allocation formula, the NASADAD lD9lIb!rship is unabla to
develop a consensus statament regarding the elimination or ratention
of all 0" individual sot-asides in the ADMS Block Grant program. As
a concept, set-asides do not appear to be conducive to a block grant
approach, IY.MJvet', need for stat. discretion aside. individual set-asides
have provided leveragas for the use of Federal and State funds fer specific
programs and needs that many Statu had already identified, i.a. for
IIaIlfUl and pcevention.
Although NASADAD is unable to reach a CClI1BIinsUS on the rlll!¥)val of existing
5et-asidllS, NASADAD eq>haaizes the fact that any new sat-asides which
tha Congress may consider will not be supportad by NASADAD or the States

•
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unless these ne~ intiatives ar~ accompanied by adequate ,escurces from
the Federal level for implementation of the new program(s).

7.

Inclusion of COngressional Findings and A statement of ~e for the
l\DMS Block Grant and Supplemental Treatment Granb in the Authorizing
~

currently, the authorizing statute for the ,ADMS Block Grant does not
include a Statement of Purpose which cleilrly indicates why the redaral
Gover:nrnent should provide support for the publicly-funded treatment
and prevention system and delineates the types of services, initiatives
and programs that are supported with tho:ie lIlOIlies. NASADAO re-:oari~
the inclusion of COngressional Findings and a Statement of ~e in
tho authorizing statute. (See attached COngressional Findings and Purpose.)
B.

R!SOS"ition of the Need for Continuation and Improvement of Voluntary
Data Collection Activities
All 50 States, the District of COlumbia and the U.S. 1'Grritories participate
in a uniforID, voluntary Oata collection effort which p:ovides infotlllat:\.on
on an annual baais on trutllllnt and prevention ellpWlditures, client adaI!~ions,
urunat needs and significant change in the 9l:Vice delivery systlll!l.
WlSADAO racognizes the inp:>rtance of continuing to co.'ICluct thilS valuable
~ta collection effort.
During recent deliberations on the development.
of a need and capacity formula for the allocation of the supplemant treatment
granb, it became apparent that therll is a lat:k ot: CGrtain indicator
data on alcohol and d!;ug abuse problemes at the State and national level.
It should ~ notOld that the lack of theM data ilS not due to an unwillingness
of the States to participate in sllch ill systlKD, but due to a lat:k of resources
within many ot: the states for the development, implementation, and maintenance
of such a data SY13tam.
'l'herefore, Nl\SAOAD strongly recc:mnends that any new Federal data initiatives
must ~ acc:c:mpanied by Federal resources and JlllSt provide for adequate
input froo. and cooperation vith \:he States on the definitions of and
procedures ~elated to data COllection.

9.

•

The Set-Aside of One Percent of the l\DMS Block Grant Monies for
Evaluaeion E'IlrpOI!!I5 UL Inappropriate and Uruw<:liIwry
ADAMIIA. is currently att~ing to set-aside onil percent of the national
appropriation for tho AOMS Block Grant program for evaluation activities
to be conducted by AOAMI:IA. The pr:ecedent which would be set by this
action is di!nglilroUS in that it permits the usa of service monies for
data collection and Federal research activiti88. If these monies are
to be used to evaluate how the States arlt utilizing their AIlMS Block
Grant award.S, it: is not necessary sinco the states already provide annual
reporb on their expenditures of these lIlOIlies, undergo independant State
audits \/hich are submitted to the Federal government and participate
in numerous national surveys by independent groups and the General Accounting

Office.

10.

Removal of Prohibition Against cnpital Construction
NASAOAO recomnends the removal Qf the current restriction against the

of l\DMS Block Grant and supplemental treatment grant monies for
capital construction. One of the most cost-effective !!l9!l!! l~ a~lillh;,ng
longterm expansion of trea~t capacity is the purchase of physical

~

.,.
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plants or houaing for treatment programs. In addition, many existing
treatment programs will need to be renovated to provide for the expansion
of services. Complete removal of this restriction or the potential
for the inclu.sion of a limit on such costs will provide much needed
flexibility to the States on the most ap,?ropriate mechanism for expanding
and initiating n~w services.
NO'l.'E::

,

•

•

'l'he above recoamendations relate to the alcohol and drug portion of
the ADMS Block Grant and the Supplemental Treatment Grants. Recc:mnenclations
on the renewal of the mental health provisions of the ADMS Block Grant
are not included in this document.
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CONGRESSION~L

FINDINGS

~ND

PURPOSE

The Congress finds that:
(1)

Alcohol-and drug abuse and dependency are major public
health problems that are preventable and trea~able:

(2)

An estimated 18 million adults over ths age of 18 are
alcoholics or problem drinkers. In addition, an alarming
number of youth under the age of 18 have problems with
alcohol:

(3)

There are over 18 million current users of marijuana and
six million current \'eers of cocaine:

(4)

Alcohol abuse during pregnancy is one of the leading
causes of mental retardation and the only one that is
preventable:

(5)

OVer 60 percent of the cases of pediatric
related to intravenou~ drug use by one or
infant's parents. Over 2S percent of the
infected with tho virus which caulles AIDS
drug users.

(6)

The economic costs of alcohol and drug abuse to society
in 1983 alone were over $176 billion.

(7)

Control of drug and alcohol abuse requires the
development and maintenance of a comprehensive,
coordinated long-term Federal strategy which supports
effective health programs to prevent drug and alcohol
abuse and to treat and rehabilitate victims of drug and
alcohol l\PUSe1

(8)

Drug and alcohol abuse problems constitute a serious and
continuing threat to national health and welfare,
requiring an immediate and continuing effective response
on the part of the Federal governme~tl

(9)

Alcoholism and drug addiction are illnesses requiring
prevention, treatment and rehabilitation through the
assistance of a board range of community health and
social services and with the cooperation of law
enforcement agencies, employers, employees associations,
families and associations of concerned individuals;

r

AIDS are
both of theindividuals
are intravenous

•

(10) The prevention of drug and alcohol abuse problems is of

paramount importance to the Federal government and
requires the commitment of all level~ of government and
the participation of all members of the community.

,
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It is the policy of the United States and the purpose of this Act to
continue the Federal government's partnership with the States and
local governments in the development, m~intenance and improvement of
the national network of comprehensive, community-based alcohol and
drug abuse programs for our nation's citizens. The purpose of the
alcohol and drug portion of this Act is to:
(1)

Provide financial and technical assistance to the States
and communities in their efforts to develop a core of
prevention and treatment services for the purpose of
significantly reducing the growing demand for alcohol and
drug abuse treatment;

(2)

Initiate and expand treatment and prevention services to
underserved populations, such as youth, women, minorities
and the homeless;

(3)

Assist States and communities in their efforts to reach
out to intravenous drug users, support their tr~atment
needs and, therefore, to prevent their contracting and
spread of the AIDS virus:

(4)

Encourage the development and support of community-based
prevention services and programs: and

(5)

Emphasize the Federal commitment to demand reduction
activities which seek to prevent and treat drug and
alcohol abuse, drug addiction and alcoholism •

~
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